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An update from Whitworth University

President Beck A.Taylor

Moving toward adversity or the unknown is rarely our first reaction. Many
of us watched in horror when, during the NCAA Division I men's basketball
tournament, University of Louisville guard Kevin Ware broke his leg in one
of the worst sports injuries anyone has ever seen. Ware, a star player for the
Cardinals, attempted to block an opponent's shot, came down awkwardly, and
suffered a compound fracture of his lower leg. The whole world watched as Ware
writhed in pain in front of the Louisville bench, his disfigured limb immediately
signaling to all that he was in real trouble. My first reaction was to recoil in
fear and revulsion from the replay - I covered my eyes. The replay also showed
everyone on Louisville's bench moving away from their injured teammate - the
sight of such a horrific injury was too much for them, and they headed for the
exits. Everyone, that is, except Luke Hancock. Hancock, one of Louisville's team
captains, was the only player who immediately went to Ware's side - it was
remarkable to watch as Hancock's first instinct was to jump off the bench and
run toward his broken teammate, despite the gruesome scene. As was reported
after the game, Hancock whispered words of comfort and encouragement in his
fallen comrade's ears. He prayed for his teammate right there as others were
so visibly upset they had to keep their distance. Hancock told Ware, "The Lord
does everything for a reason, and He will get us through this." Wow. That's real
leadership - and heartfelt compassion. Leaders have an uncanny knack for
leaning into problems or difficult situations, rather than turning away. When it
would be easier to run from the unknown, or to avoid circumstances that would
cause others to head for the hills, leaders find opportunities to face facts and to
be courageous. This university president was reminded by a college junior what
it means to be a courageous leader, and I'm grateful. Thanks to Luke Hancock,
and prayers for Kevin Ware. Go Cards!

ACADEMICS
Our Athletic Training Quiz Bowl team won first place among 10 programs at the
District 10 Northwest Athletic Trainer's Association annual meeting and clinical
symposium. This marks our second straight Quiz Bowl win. Congratulations to our
team, which will go on to compete at the National Athletic Trainers Association
meeting this June. Congratulations also to Vicki Reardon, '14, who was awarded the
highly competitive $1,500 Naseby Rhinehart Scholarship at the District 10 meeting.
Jonathan Moo (Theology) recently delivered a plenary lecture, The Biblical Basis
for Creation Care," at The Lausanne Global Consultation on Creation Care and the
Gospel. The meeting brought together participants from 23 countries to address
the issues of creation care and the role of the church alongside interlinked issues
of justice, poverty and reconciliation.
Gordon Wilson (Art) supervised the painting of a 17' x 40' mural based on Harold
Balazs' design for the current Modern Architecture exhibit at the Northwest Museum
of Arts and Culture. Gordon's work has been included in five group exhibits and one
solo exhibit (Tinman Gallery) over the past six months, and will be included in the
Art Spirit Gallery exhibit 13 Artists April 12-May 4 in Coeur d'Alene.
Five history majors recently had papers accepted by Phi Alpha Theta, the history
honorary society, and will travel to the regional conference in Portland with
Arlin Migliazzo and Dale Soden (History). Arlin and Dale are also presenting papers
that weekend, at the American Society of Church History conference. In addition,
history faculty member Rafaela Acevedo-Field won a study grant for this summer
at the Huntington Library, in San Marino, Calif.
Join us as we welcome the dean of the Harvard Graduate School of Education
and prolific early-childhood education scholar Kathleen McCartney to the President's
Leadership Forum. The forum, at the Spokane Convention Center April 24 from 4-6
p.m., will focus on McCartney's address, "Investing in Education Reforms that Work."
A panel discussion will follow, featuring Superintendent of Spokane Public Schools
Shelley Redinger, President and CEO of Thrive by Five Nina Auerbach, Washington
State Student Achievement Council Member Jay Reich, and . . . me! Admission is
free, and you can register at www.whitworth.edu/leadershipforum.

STUDENT LIFE
March began with the weekend BELIEF program, which brings at-risk high-school
students to campus to encourage them to adopt the goal of attending college. National
Eating Disorders Week was also on the agenda, and, again, students initiated programs
and panels throughout the week to address this difficult issue. Missions Week came
next, sponsored by the Global Servants for Christ club. Students talked with missions
organizations at the mission fair, and speakers and panels filled the week. Finally,
students, faculty and staff organized conversations around the theatre department's
production of The Laramie Project. More than 700 students attended the show and
the talk-back sessions and panels that followed, all dealing with the issue of how to
address bias and hatred. Student organizers have done a fabulous job of highlighting
these important topics within the community. Julie and I attended the production and
one of the talk-back sessions, and it was truly inspiring.
ALUMNI & PARENTS
Final Exam Survival Kits are available for order until noon on April 22.
Surprise your favorite Whitworth student with one of two great options, which
will be ready for their pick-up just before finals week, in May. To order, visit
www.whitworth.edu/alumni/forms/birthday.
The Class of 2013 is preparing to celebrate Commencement Weekend,
May 17-19. Congratulations to our almost-graduates and to their families, all of whom
will be celebrating soon! For information, visit www.whitworth.edu/commencement.
Whitworth sends our students off as well as we welcome them during Orientation.
You don't want to miss any of these events, I promise.
Commencement Weekend reunions for the classes of '53, '63 and '73 are just
around the corner. Alums who graduated in 1973 and earlier are invited to join us
on campus May 17-19. We will also honor our 2013 Alumni Award winners at the
Saturday-evening banquet. You may still register for this weekend of celebration,
but please hurry! Visit www.whitworth.edu/reunions or contact the alumni office at
509.777.3799 or alumni@whitworth.edu.
ADMISSIONS & FINANCIAL AID

THE ARTS
The Whitworth University Jazz Ensemble was named an outstanding band
at Chicago's Elmhurst Jazz Festival. The group was part of the opening act for
the Saturday-night concert that featured the world-famous Maria Schneider Jazz
Orchestra. Panelists Byron Stripling, Dennis Mackrel and Bobby Floyd, all jazz
greats, wrote that they were "truly inspired" by the ensemble's work and called the
group's appearance "a festival highlight."
Jared Hall, '08, earned first-place honors in the jazz soloist division at the
National Trumpet Competition. Jared, who studied with Whitworth Jazz Ensemble
Director Dan Keberle, is earning his doctorate from the Henry Mancini Institute at
the University of Miami Frost School of Music.
Broadway Unbound is coming up May 10 at 7:30 p.m. Admission is $3. This is
a real draw each spring: Audiences love seeing the innovative, high-quality work
being done in the classrooms of the Whitworth Theatre and Dance Department.

May 1 is the deadline to submit an enrollment deposit and hold a spot in the
Class of 2017. We're not sure how many late deposits we'll be able to accept, so
interested students should be sure to get theirs in by the deadline. The $350 deposit
can be paid online at www.whitworth.edu/enrollmentdeposit. Still on the fence?
Spring is a great time to make a campus visit. Sign up for a "Why Whitworth?" event
or schedule an individual visit online at www.whitworth.edu/visit. Questions? Contact
us at admissions@whitworth.edu or 800.533.4668.

Every year we enroll more than 100 transfer students - ranging from those
who have completed a semester of college to those who already have their
associate's degrees - and we're thankful for the many ways these students
enrich our community. Transfer Counselor Brian Parker is available to answer
questions and offer advice at bparker@whitworth.edu or 509.777.4768.
RESOURCES
On April 1 (no fooling!), we celebrated Tuition Freedom Day, the symbolic
point in the school year after which tuition no longer covers the cost of a
Whitworth education. Members of our Student Philanthropy Council shared
the message that their Whitworth experience is underwritten by people like you.
One of the most important things we communicate to our students is the fact
that without the support of alumni, parents and friends of the university, tuition
costs would soar, and opportunities they've enjoyed might not exist. They - and
we - are extremely grateful. As our seniors graduate next month, they know how
important it is for them to support their alma mater.
COSTA RICA
Director Lindy Scott writes that "President Beck Taylor, Interim Provost Barb
Sanders and other key administrators recently visited the CRC, where they
were able to talk to professors and students, visit internship sites and enjoy a
meal with host families. They returned to Spokane with new ideas of how students
and faculty can incorporate the Costa Rica experience into their overall Whitworth
experience.... From April 20-28, our students and faculty will visit Cuba. We'll meet
a variety of people including Christian leaders, artists and musicians, teachers,
and Havana's city planner. Patrick Van Inwegen, Fernando Montero and I will lead
students in an exploration of the political, economic, social and artistic realities
of Cuba today." Pura vida, Senor Lindy!
CAMPUS MINISTRY
Mark your calendar now for the Whitworth Institute of Ministry, July 8-12.
For Such a Time as This: Ancient Christian Wisdom for Postmodern Times," will
focus on the changing landscape of ministry in troubled times of rapid change.
Carolyn Gordon, James K.A. Smith, Jerry Sittser, Karen Petersen-Finch, and Jim
Edwards, '67, will help us renew the rhythms, practices and disciplines of the
church in helping Christians remain faithful to Christ and each other. Visit www.
whitworth.edu/wim for more information.
SPORTS

Incoming freshmen who are confirmed after May 1should expect a mid-May phone
call from the admissions office to schedule a class-registration appointment. These
phone appointments with faculty advisors will take place in late May and early June
and will walk students through the registration process. A guide will be sent to each
student to prepare her/him for the call.

After leading Whitworth to a second straight 26-4 season, Pirate Men's
Basketball Head Coach Matt Logie was a finalist for the Glenn Robinson
National Coach of the Year award. Men's basketball reached the Div. III
Sweet 16 for the fifth time, and Pirate fans enjoyed three NCAA playoff games at
home, where the team thrilled fans with three terrific efforts.

Now is a great time for transfer students to apply for fall. Go to
www.whitworth.edu/apply and click on the "Whitworth transfer application" button.

Women's basketball won the NWC tournament to reach the NCAA Div. III
playoffs. The Pirates traveled all the way across the continent to take on Emory
University in Atlanta.

Track & field is on pace to do well at our conference championships and send
several athletes to nationals. Kerry Wright, '16, broke the women's school record
in the javelin with a throw of more than 149 feet, and Carter Comito, '13, leads all
of Div. III in the discus.
Men's golf finished third at the prestigious West Cup against many of the best
teams from the region. Oliver Rudnicki, '16, was the top individual finisher. The
Pirates lead the NWC heading into the Spring Classic and the NWC tournament.
Women's golf traveled to Hawaii to take on Hawaii Pacific and Willamette,
finishing second. Emily Guthrie, '13, was the medalist; she will lead the Pirates into
the NWC Spring Classic and the NWC tournament this month.
Men's tennis split a pair of matches on a trip to California and is currently 5-11
heading into the final three weeks of the season. Drew Brigham, '16, leads the
Bucs with six singles victories.
Women's tennis went 1-2 on its trip to SoCal, defeating Caltech but falling to
nationally ranked MIT and Westmont. Megan Wingfield, '13, leads the Pirates with
eight singles victories. The Bucs are 6-7.
Softball has gone 12-4 since a 6-10 start; the team went 3-3 during its trip to
Florida to take on tough Div. III competition. Jamie Brunner, '13, was recently
selected NWC Player of the Week; she leads the team in nearly every offensive
category. Whitworth can finish as high as third place in the NWC standings heading
into the conference tournament.
Baseball is struggling with key injuries. The Bucs are currently looking to break
a six-game losing streak that has dropped their record to 9-14-1. However, Tyler
Pfeffer, '14, is putting together another All America-type season, and he ranks
among NWC leaders in batting average and RBIs.
Our two high schoolers, Zach and Lauren, were in Central America on mission
trips, so six-year-old Chloe got some special attention from Mom and Dad during
Easter. On Good Friday, Julie and I were talking with Chloe about Christ's death
and resurrection, teaching her the "He is risen; He is risen, indeed!" responsive
liturgy. I explained carefully, using my sweet little-people voice, why Jesus died on
the cross, and what it means that Christ defeated death. Chloe cocked her head
and thought for a moment. After a few seconds, she said, "That's hard to believe."
No truer words have ever been spoken. The disciple Thomas got a bad rap, I think.
I'm pretty sure I would have been looking for evidence, too. But Jesus' gracious
response to Thomas's questioning leads me to believe that we can embrace our
doubts and share them with God. He's not afraid of our questioning, nor should
we be. Jesus is risen, and that means he's big enough to take on our doubts and
fears. I pray that the remaining days in April will be full of hope and promise for you.
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An update from Whitworth University

President Beck A.Taylor

Missy the Elf has returned to the Taylor home, and that can mean only one thing:
Thanksgiving has come and gone, and Christmas is around the corner. Missy,
our daughter Chloe's Christmas pal, has made appearances in the month of
December since Chloe was an infant. After a long trip from the North Pole, Missy
magically appears at Thanksgiving (or a couple of days later, depending on how
long it takes Julie and me to remember where the North Pole is in our cluttered
garage) to bring joy and excitement to the family as we anticipate Christmas.
Each night, Chloe sprinkles Missy with magic dust and puts her to bed. Then, at
night, while everyone is sleeping, Missy engages in mischief by making a mess of
things or just elfing around. Each morning, Chloe wakes up and eagerly searches
for Missy to see what kind of trouble she's found, and to see what small gift for
Chloe Missy has placed into her sack, usually a piece of gum, a colorful pencil,
or some other knickknack. Then, amidst the excitement on Christmas morning,
Missy mysteriously disappears back to the North Pole.
Family Christmas traditions are fun and important, especially with little ones
in the house. Although Missy the Elf is a secular creation, this family tradition
reminds us, and Chloe, of other Christ-centered lessons of the season. Advent
focuses our attention on the coming of someone who will change our lives and
the world forever. The excitement each morning as Chloe searches for Missy
only mimics, and pales in comparison to, the joyful anticipation we have for the
long-awaited Messiah, the Christ-child, Emmanuel. While Missy creates chaos
and trouble (albeit pretty benign chaos and trouble), Christ comes into our world
to put things back into order. The simple gift Chloe receives from Missy each
morning reminds us of the humble way Jesus made his way into our world, and
the joy of receiving a gift, no matter how modest, each morning allows us to
reflect on God's extravagant mercies, which are new each and every morning. And
although Christ left our world to return to his place in heaven, we are promised
that he will return.
A very Merry Christmas from the Taylor family to yours!

ACADEMICS
The Institute of International Education (Open Doors) has named Whitworth
the No. 1master's-level university for study-abroad participation in the Pacific
Northwest for the second year in a row. Whitworth earned the No. 6 spot overall
in the nation-wide rankings among U.S. higher education institutions. Among the
595 members of Whitworth's Class of 2013, 44 percent studied abroad.
Whitworth Forensics ended the fall term by winning the Lower Columbia College
tournament, defeating 10 teams and winning 56 trophies - the most ever at
one tournament. Sam Director, '15, was the top debate speaker and Sarah Sauter,
'15, was the top persuasive speaker. Ellie Probus, '16, won first place in the novice
persuasive and informative speaking events.
Congratulations to Flint Simonsen (Education) who received a $5,000 grant
for the Whitworth Literacy Center from the Red Lion Corporation.
Sondra Willmann, '14 (Education), was chosen for educational advocacy
training in Washington, D.C., where she spoke to government representatives
regarding educational equity issues.
Science majors Austin Winkelman, Shannon James-Kozlovich, John Koberstein,
Brad Hopp, Lauren Christensen and Audre Hyatt, all '14, and Tanner Scholten
and Hannah Zeitler, both '15, presented at "Celebrating and Engaging Scientific
Discoveries," a conference co-hosted by Lewis & Clark College and the M. J.
Murdock Charitable Trust. Shannon won a prize for best poster presentation.
Tami Robinson (Library), contributed a chapter, "Professional Development
Opportunities Provided by Consortia: What We Can Learn from this Model," to
Revolutionizing the Development of Library and Information Professionals: Planning
for the Future, which was just released.
On Halloween, the Student-Athlete Advisory Committee, led by Andrew Flint,
'15, and Coach Cristal Brown (Softball) organized a food drive through which
90 Whitworth student-athletes collected 3,000 lbs. of food for Second Harvest.
More than 60 Whitworth students and their advisor, Martha Gady
(Mathematics), recently assisted in the regional Math is Cool competition.
Approximately 350 middle-school students were involved in this competition
designed to encourage students' interest and participation in mathematics.
Five teams of Whitworth computer science students solved a series of complex
programming problems during the annual Pacific Northwest Regional Computer
Programming Contest. Whitworth teams, accompanied by Kent Jones (Computer
Science), took part in the Nov. 2 Battle of the Brains competition.
Recent alums Brad Catlett-Rossen, Brayden Hollis, Ace Taylor and Michael
Wiedemann, all '13, from Pete Tucker's Software Engineering class, have
published an Android-platform app for chess enthusiasts. The application, called
Chess Mob, allows users to compete using non-standard chess formations.
Tony Clark (History) has two new books being published this month; they
include A Voluntary Exile: Chinese Christianity and Cultural Confluence since
1552 (Lehigh University Press/Rowman & Littlefield), for which he served as editor.
In celebration of more than 35 years of Laura Bloxham's Summer Reading List,
the English department invites contributions for a publication, Laura's List,
to be published in April. Submissions should be 100-250 words and they should

remind us of the pleasure of reading a good book at the behest of a wise friend and
mentor. E-mail submissions to lauraslist14@gmail.com by Dec. 15.
THE ARTS
Visit our Bryan Oliver Gallery (Lied Center for the Visual Arts) to see Poetics &
Public Projection: Layered History - Redrawn Memory, by Rose Bond. Bond's work,
on display through Feb. 7 and open during university hours, employs research and
animation to create multi-channel animated work that coexists with architecture work that merges spectacle with content.
Whitworth singers won five awards at the recent District NATS auditions at Central
Washington University. More than 140 singers from colleges and universities in the
Eastern Washington/Western Idaho District auditioned for adjudicators and received
feedback and critiques. Whitworth awardees (directed by the music department's
Scott Miller and Amy Porter) were as follows: Will Czifro, '15, first; Alexis Pursel, '17,
first; Lise Hafso, '15, second; Sarah Nadreau, '15, third; Mariah Priebe, '16, third.
Whitworth presents Stage II Shorts: A Festival of Short Plays, on Dec. 4 and 5 at
7 p.m. These performances (in Stage II of Cowles Auditorium) showcase the work of
our directing students, and admission is free.
STUDENT LIFE
Midnight Madness, a gigantic pep assembly for our basketball teams, was
a November highlight that included introductions of the teams, a half-courtshot competition for free tuition, a slam-dunk contest, and free T-shirts to all who
attended. And although we'll be in just the first part of December when you receive
this newsletter, students are already preparing for the Million Meals in May event.
As I mentioned in last month's M&H, ASWU voted to join the rest of the Whitworth
community in attempting to pack one million meals (each feeds four) with Generation
Alive, a local organization that feeds the hungry and works against child sex trafficking.
No group has ever packed this many meals at one time, so the next several months
will be spent fund raising to get the $250,000 necessary to purchase food and to get
volunteer packers. If you're interested in joining us by contributing or packing, please
contact ASWU Financial Vice President Matt Valdez at hvaldez14@my.whitworth.edu.
ALUMNI & PARENTS
Summer reunions are in the works! During the weekend ofJune 20-22, the classes
of 1954, '64, '65, and '74 will celebrate their reunions on campus. The Central
America group from 1999 will reunite on campus July 18-20. Registration will open
in late winter for all reunions.
Are you a parent or adult family member of a Whitworth current student? We
have a new Facebook group just for you, Parents and Families of Current Whitworth
Students; we've also launched a new incarnation of The Loop, the parents' newsletter.
Join in the conversation on both sites and receive information and updates just for you!
Oct. 10-12, 2014, will mark a great Whitworth event. We'll celebrate Whitworth's
125th anniversary, we'll host Homecoming reunions for the classes of 1984, 1994,
2004, and 2009 as well as all choir and tennis alums, and we'll welcome Family
Weekend guests to visit their students. Whether you're a part of one of those groups
or not, please plan to join us for this celebration of Whitworth at 125!

Alums and parents, we know many of you spread the word about Whitworth
to prospective students and their families. Thank you, and please keep it up!
Your influence and experience play a major role in prospective students' decisions.
The next time you have the opportunity to talk about Whitworth to a prospective
student (or his or her family), please share your unique story freely and point
student and family to the admissions team at www.whitworth.edu/admissions.
ADMISSIONS & FINANCIAL AID
Incoming freshman students admitted with honors for fall 2014, watch for an
invitation to attend one of our Honors Colloquium weekends Feb. 15-16, March
8-9 and March 15-16. Though two full-tuition scholarships are at stake at each
event, participants consistently report that they have fun and enjoy connecting
with their fellow competitors and with academics at Whitworth. Don't dawdle,
because attendance is capped at 120 students for each event, and registration
is handled on a first-come, first-served basis.
The holidays are a good time for students to investigate and apply for outside
scholarships to help fund their education. Whitworth covers as much of
students' financial need as our resources can afford, but outside scholarships
often make the difference in a student's ability to attend. There are many
scholarship resources online, including on our financial aid site: www.whitworth.
edu/scholarships. Also, Whitworth's departmental scholarships (based on a
student's major) are determined by each academic department, so students are
encouraged to learn more by contacting the academic program assistant in their
department and by watching for information from the department.
RESOURCES
We rely on everyone in the Whitworth community to lift up our mission and
to keep a mind-and-heart education within financial reach for all who seek
it. It's exciting to think of what we could accomplish if everyone reading this
newsletter were to make even a modest gift. Many of you have already responded
to our requests, and we are deeply grateful for all the ways in which you've given
this year. December is a - perhaps the - pivotal month in reaching our goal for
The Whitworth Fund, which goes directly to student scholarships, international
initiatives, student life and buildings and grounds. So while I boldly ask that you
help us reach these goals, I also thank you with all my heart for your past gifts.
It's my privilege to witness the amazing ways in which our students and alumni
support people in need. Thanks for your faithfulness in providing tax-deductible
contributions that help to make Whitworth academically rigorous, beautiful, and
more affordable for our students in 2014 and beyond.
COSTA RICA
Life is busy at the Costa Rica Center. From director Lindy Scott: "The courses
on Latin American history, music, women authors and religion, conservation
and human rights are chugging along at full speed. Students are finishing
papers, debating, giving presentations and getting ready for finals. November
featured two important field trips - first to the fishing village of Tarcoles, on the
Pacific Coast, where students fished with nets and lines and learned how fisherfolk
were making their profession sustainable for generations to come. Then on to

Havana, Cuba, where students heard from Cubans of a wide range of political and
economic persuasions and talked to a top economist, the Methodist bishop, U.S.
government representatives, and local artists. We also experienced museums,
fortresses and 'the most beautiful colonial downtown in all of the Americas.' Finally,
the CRC became even more beautiful with the return of the migrating egrets."
SPORTS
Women's cross country finished as runners-up in the Northwest Conference
and took third place at the NCAA West Region championships. Amanda
Blankenship and Christina Williams, both '15, earned First Team All-NWC and
All-West Region honors. The Pirate men finished sixth at the NWC meet and 12th
at the West Region championships.
Football finished the season with a rousing 61-28 win at Lewis & Clark. The
Pirates finished at 4-6 overall and 2-4 in the NWC. TE Wade Meyer, OT Dalton
Cosby and DB Casey Monahan, all '14, were named First Team All-NWC.
Volleyball finished 15-13 overall and 9-7 (third place) in the NWC. Hitter Jalana
White, '14, was a First Team All-NWC honoree.
The men's soccer team earned a second-place finish in the NWC with
an overall record of 12-3-3 and a Northwest Conference mark of 10-2-2.
Defenders Balin Larson and Andrew Flint and midfielder Sam Selisch, all '14,
received First Team All-NWC recognition.
Women's soccer endured a spate of injuries and illness to finish 7-7-6 overall,
4-4-6 in the NWC. Tiara Pajimola, '16, the Pirates' leading scorer this season,
was named First Team All-NWC.
The swimming teams are 4-0 in NWC dual meets. Jackie Beal, '17, and Alisa
Stang, '15, have both posted conference-leading times so far this fall. The men's
team has lost just three races (out of 44) during their four NWC dual meets.
Women's basketball is 3-1 following the season-opening tournament. KC
McConnell, '16, is averaging more than 20 points per game, and the team went
undefeated in its California trip, beating Redlands and U.C. Santa Cruz in a
tournament at the home of the Banana Slugs.
Men's basketball is 2-1 following wins over Trinity (Texas) and SUNY Old
Westbury (N.Y.) and a loss to Colorado College. Colton McCargar and Dustin
McConnell, both '14, are ready to lead the Bucs this season.
As I write this, Julie and I are preparing to host the President's Christmas
Reception and Dinner, one of our favorite events of the year. The entire campus
community is invited to the HUB for a festive time of food and fellowship. Julie and
I enjoy serving hot wassail as people come in from the cold. We'll see hundreds
of students and employees, and it serves as a great opportunity for us to say
thank you and Merry Christmas to so many people who make Whitworth a special
place. Thank you for the many ways you continue to support Whitworth. Merry
Christmas and Happy New Year!
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An update from Whitworth University

President Beck A.Taylor

At this spring's Opening Convocation, I will have the great privilege of bestowing
Whitworth's highest honor on longtime trustee Art Symons, '51. The George
F Whitworth Medal, awarded by the Whitworth Board of Trustees no more
than every two years (and awarded only twice in the past 14 years) signifies
Whitworth's profound thanks for a life lived in humble fidelity to the university's
mission to "honor God, follow Christ and serve humanity." Previous awardees
include Frank Warren, Albert Arend, Dorothy Dixon, Clem Simpson, Marty
Polhemus, Bill Fix, Franklin and Margie May Ott, and Bill Robinson. Clearly,
this is a "Who's Who" list of the most talented, generous, and hardworking
members of the Whitworth family. Art's name will now appear in this pantheon
of Whitworth's best and brightest, as is only fitting for a man whose life, and
whose contributions of time, passion, financial resources and energy, have so
greatly influenced the course of the institution he loves. Art and his wife, Glenna,
'53, have been very significant donors to Whitworth, contributing nearly fourand-a-half million dollars to the university over the years. The Symonses have
also entrusted their daughters' college educations to Whitworth. Art joined the
board of trustees 44 years ago. During his tenure on the board, our enrollment
has more than doubled, from 1,000 to approximately 2,600 undergrads; the
faculty has grown from 50 to 156; a campus that once comprised McMillan,
Ballard, McEachran and Warren has grown to include Weyerhaeuser, Boppell,
East, Duvall, the HUB, Stewart, BJ, the chapel, the aquatics center, the tennis
complex, the revamped Pine Bowl, the westside soccer complex, the softball
facility, Robinson Science Hall, and the beginnings of the new campus rec center.
The endowment has also grown during Art's leadership - to $100 million - and
Whitworth has graduated 15,000 students, many of whom are now active alumni.
Art's fellow board members view him as the model for what a trustee should be:
a champion for Whitworth, a careful steward of the university's assets, and a
person incredibly generous with his own financial resources. I am cognizant that
his leadership has been marked by both watchfulness and encouragement, by
his careful stewardship of university resources, by an emphasis on building and
sustaining the endowment, and in his work as a mentor to our newest trustees.
Thank God for Art Symons.

ACADEMICS
Five students from the history department worked in the university archives
for credit during Jan Term. They produced projects on Whitworth and local history
under the direction of Corliss Slack (History) and Janet Hauck (Archives). Corliss
also presented a paper this month, "Holy War at Home: Crusade Memorials in Great
Britain," and participated in a panel under the auspices of the American Society
for Church History at the annual meeting of the American Historical Association,
in New Orleans.
Christopher Parkin, '05 (Music), will offer a classical saxophone recital at
Whitworth on Feb. 16 at 7:30 p.m. He will direct a student saxophone orchestra
and will play several solo pieces, two of which were written for him by Professor
Emeritus Michael Young and Associate Professor Brent Edstrom. Chris will premier
these works nationally at the North American Saxophone Alliance conference, in
Oregon, this March.
Jerry Sittser (Theology), along with his wife, Pat, spent some time in Bolivia
during Jan Term. Both spoke at a missionary conference and then spent several
days visiting Whitworth alumni, including Kyle Navis, '09, at the Mennonite
Central Committee, in Santa Cruz; Katie Stewart, '09, who is active in a church in
Cochabamba and who works in childcare there; and Shelly Humphries and Rachel
Longton, both '10, who began as nurses at a Cochabamba hospital but now work
with street people. They provide medical care, lead a Bible study in a women's
prison, have opened a clinic, and are planning a home for women who want to
get off the streets. Jerry and Pat were deeply impressed by these alums who are
making a huge difference in the lives of people who need their help.
Raja Tanas (Sociology) and Janet Hauck (Archives) have received a grant,
"Muslim Bookshelf Journeys," from the National Endowment for the Humanities.
The grant provides the library with 25 books, both fiction and nonfiction, about and
by Muslims, as well as three movies, several CDs, and access to a web resource
on Islam. Campus programming around the collection will include a symposium
featuring Whitworth and EWU faculty, a film viewing sponsored by Whitworth
Speakers & Artists, an opening reception at the library, discussions in residence
halls led by Jennifer Holsinger (Sociology), and a faculty-and-staff book discussion
that Julie and I will host in our home.
Whitworth Forensics competed at the Western Washington University
tournament, winning 28 individual awards along with four sweepstakes
awards. In the year-long sweepstakes for the Northwest Forensics Conference,
the team won its division, defeating rivals including the College of Idaho, Seattle
Pacific University and Utah State University. This is the first time in school
history that Whitworth has won its division in the year-long competition. Among
all 38 NFC teams, Whitworth finished 4th.
THE ARTS
Seattle-based artist Zack Bent, whose works are currently showing in our
Bryan Oliver Gallery, creates sculptures, photographs and videos that are often
seen as mythic translations of his home, his family, and his collections of "stuff."
The Whitworth University Jazz Ensemble I will perform at the 46th annual
Elmhurst Collegiate Jazz Festival in Chicago this month. The band is one of three

that will open the Saturday-evening concert, which features the world famous Maria
Schneider Jazz Orchestra.
STUDENT LIFE
During Jan Term, students made great use of area recreation facilities, skiing at
Schweitzer and Mt. Spokane and using Wild Walls' indoor climbing gym, thanks to
programming from Outdoor Rec. Hypnotists, comics, movies and a water-pong tourney
also kept students entertained while the weather outside was frightful. Students
celebrated Martin Luther King, Jr., Day by joining the Freedom March in downtown
Spokane, and they followed with a dinner on campus celebrating the election of
NAACP-Spokane President James Wilburn, Jr., spouse of our own Roberta Wilburn
(School of Education). Our Jan Term mini-break gave students a bit of rest before all
the excitement of Spring Term began this week.
CAMPUS MINISTRY
Mark your calendar now for the Whitworth Institute of Ministry, July 8-12. Our
theme, "For Such a Time as This: Ancient Christian Wisdom for Postmodern Times,"
will focus on the changing landscape of ministry that leaves some ministers and
church leaders wondering if anything is secure in our theology, our practice, and/
or our churches. WIM will address this uncertain and growth-inspiring moment from
the perspectives of spiritual formation (James K.A. Smith), scriptural reflection
(Jerry Sittser, Karen Peterson-Finch, Jim Edwards), and inspirational preaching
(Carolyn Gordon). These plenary speakers will help us renew the rhythms, practices
and disciplines of the church in helping Christians remain faithful to Christ and each
other. Visit www.whitworth.edu/wim for more information.
ALUMNI & PARENTS
Portland-area alumni, parents and friends are invited to a Portland professional
networking event on Feb. 21. Tim Wilkinson, Boppell Dean of Whitworth's School
of Global Commerce & Management, will moderate a panel discussion with three
dynamic Portland-area community and business leaders. Don't miss this opportunity
to connect with our staff and faculty and to network with fellow Whitworthians and
other professionals. Registration (www.whitworth.edu/alumnievents) closes Feb. 13.
Seattle-area parents, mark your calendars for March 7, for The Mind & Heart
Experience, a dessert gathering for parents of current students. Join Vice President
Dick Mandeville (Student Life), Heather Rodgers (Business), and Joshue Orozco
(Philosophy) for a great opportunity to hear about life at Whitworth in and out of the
classroom, and to discuss your questions. Registration information is forthcoming.
Come enjoy dessert with us on campus prior to the March 9 Whitworth Theatre
production of The Laramie Project. Director Diana Trotter (Theatre) will introduce you to
this powerful story. The dessert and conversation begin at 6:30 p.m.; the performance
follows at 7;30 p.m. Reserve your spot at www.whitworth.edu/alumnievents, or call
509.777.3799.
Secure your lodging soon for Commencement Weekend, May 17-19, when
members of the classes of 1953, '63, and '73, along with all alums from 1972
and earlier are invited to join us on campus. Whitworth Alumni Award winners will
be celebrated at the Saturday banquet. To register or to see a list of hotels, visit
www.whitworth.edu/reunions, e-mail alumni@whitworth.edu, or call 509.777.3799.

ADMISSIONS
The deadline for high school seniors to submit their applications to Whitworth
is March 1. Students can access our online application or the common
application at www.whitworth.edu/apply. We will accept transcripts, test scores
and letters of recommendation after that date, but the sooner we get a complete
application file the sooner we can send out admissions decisions, financial aid
awards and other important information.
Incoming freshmen admitted with honors for fall should have received
information about an amazing opportunity to study at our Costa Rica Center
next Jan Term. This class fills quickly, so don't let a long siesta keep you from
applying. (You'd be loco to miss out.) Read more about the program online at
www.whitworth.edu/costaricajanterm.
Spring Break is a great time for sophomores and juniors to start visiting
college campuses and for seniors to make that final, decisive visit. We have
additional "Why Whitworth?" visit days planned during the weeks when most
Northwest high schools schedule spring breaks. And individual visits are always
welcome, though it's best to avoid our Spring Break (March 25-29) so that
you won't miss out on visiting classes, staying in the residence halls, meeting
professors, etc. To schedule a visit, go to www.whitworth.edu/visit.
FINANCIAL AID
The financial aid office is reviewing files for new freshmen and transfer
students for the upcoming academic year. New students who have filed the
FAFSA form by the March 1 deadline will begin receiving their financial aid awards
in March. Continuing students who meet the May 1 priority deadline for filing the
FAFSA (www.fafsa.gov) will begin to receive their financial aid awards electronically
in May and June. Academic scholarships are automatically renewed.
RESOURCES
Many students begin spring semester having just returned from one of
Whitworth's fantastic Jan Term study programs. Jan Term trips are part of what
makes Whitworth unique as they help our students understand the world in which
they will serve and lead. These experiences contribute to the type of education
that encourages students to know and serve humanity. For most of our students,
a Whitworth degree is only possible because of gifts to The Whitworth Fund.
Please make a gift today and help support our students. And thanks again to all
of you who help to keep a Whitworth education affordable for our great students.
With Valentine's Day at hand, I am reminded that some Whitworthians met
their mates right here. If you are a Whitworth couple, we hope you'll consider
making a gift to help us as we strive to meet our alumni participation goal. As
married alumni, your one gift counts for two! Thanks so much.
SPORTS
Men's swimming ended the dual-meet season with a record of 7-2 overall and
6-1 in the Northwest Conference. The Pirates' 90-straight dual-meet winning
streak against NWC opponents came to an end with a close 133-129 loss at
Whitman. The winning streak stretched back 14 seasons. (FOURTEEN SEASONS!)

But the good news for Whitworth is that the dual-meet season doesn't have any
impact on final championship determination. The Bucs can still win their 11th
NWC championship in a row at the Weyerhaeuser King County Aquatics Center
in Federal Way.
Women's swimming went 8-1 overall and 7-0 in the NWC in dual meets this
season. The Pirates are a strong favorite to reclaim the NWC title. Alisa Stang,
'15, has been dominant this winter in the sprint freestyle events.
Men's basketball is 20-2 overall and 11-1 in the NWC after a killer loss at
Whitman last night - the Bucs' first loss after a 20-game win streak. Despite
that setback, the Pirates are nearing their fourth consecutive regular season NWC
crown - their sixth in the last seven years. Guard Dustin McConnell, '15, leads
the team in scoring average this season.
Women's hoops currently stands at 16-6, 9-4 in conference. The women have
nearly clinched a spot in the conference tournament already, and they still have a
shot to challenge for the NWC regular-season crown. None of Head Coach Helen
Higgs' players are averaging even 10 points per game, but six Pirates average
between 7.1 points and 9.2 points per game.
Indoor track and field is off and running (heh), and the Pirates have already
posted solid performances in meets at Washington State and the University
of Idaho. Chibron Tomeo, '15, broke his own school record in the pole vault by
clearing 15'-9" in the first meet of the season.
Spring sports are all set to get under way. Men's tennis has already played
Eastern Washington University in its first match, while the softball team opened
up with six games in California last weekend. Baseball and women's tennis will
open later in February, and golf will resume in March.
I'm preparing to board an airplane back to Spokane from Washington, D.C., where
I've spent nearly a week reminding members of Congress and other policymakers
that higher-education appropriations are investments in the future rather than
simply federal expenditures. The data are just irrefutable that a college degree
is still a wise investment for individuals and for our country as a whole. And the
opportunities for those investments extend especially toward particularly needy
students. More than 750 current Whitworth students receive approximately
$2.9 million in Pell Grants and an additional $1.4 million in campus-based federal
grants, work-study and Perkins loans used to support Whitworth students. In
addition, $20.5 million in Stafford and Parent loans are also federal resources
available to our families. The "fiscal cliff" has quickly become the "fiscal mountain
range," with looming, sequential deadlines around sequestration, debt ceilings
and budgets, but my hope is that our legislators will see access to higher
education as a critical pathway for our nation's economic recovery. Our students
are depending on it. Thanks for always keeping them in your prayers.
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I like to watch our Whitworth seniors this time of year. They're excited, nervous
and melancholy all at once. When seniors come back to campus in September,
most of them express relief that this will be their last year of college. But they
also arrive ready to lead our campus, and their deep desire to leave a legacy
here is palpable - every class wants to leave its distinctive mark. Just as the
snow begins to melt and the campus squirrels come out from their hiding places,
the sense of mission and purpose that I saw in the fall and winter begins to
transform into nervous anticipation. As our seniors begin to contemplate what
life might look like after graduation, they also begin to sense what it will mean
to lose community, at least the Whitworth community they've depended on for
the last four years. It's about this time of year that the phrase "the college years
are among the best of your life" holds real credibility, perhaps for the first time.
Included in this array of anxieties are the silly ones - How many days do I have
to catch my virgin pinecone? How can I drop my tray in Saga when there are
no more trays? Will wearing t-shirts adorned with pirates and the words "Booty
Club" be socially acceptable in the real world? But more profound are concerns
about keeping friendships, losing faculty mentors, sustaining personal intellectual
vitality when daily access to innovative programs and world-class speakers
is no longer available, or simply leaving a place where everybody knows your
name. It's also the time of year when I begin to pray daily for our seniors, often
by name, because I know how hard this transition will be. But I am confident in
something they may not yet know - that they are ready. In the days and months
after graduation's fanfare, they will begin to sense that, too. "To honor God, follow
Christ and serve humanity" will become for them more than an aspiration. They
will grow in confidence as they see how the Whitworth community has helped to
shape them, by God's grace, into women and men ready to live lives of calling,
service and integrity. I'm thanking God today for our seniors!

ACADEMICS
Whitworth's theologians continue to excel. The latest book from Roger Mohrlang,
Paul and His Life-Transforming Odyssey (Wipf & Stock), will be released this
month. Also, Dale Bruner's commentary on John, and Jerry Sittser's A Grace
Revealed received Awards of Merit in Christianity Today's annual book awards.
Laurie Lamon, '78 (English), has a poem, Not in a Certain Light, coming out in
Valparaiso Review; another, I'm Going to Bed When You Go to Bed, will be in Plume.
Noel Wescombe (Psychology), Michael Rempe (Mathematics & Computer
Science), Daman Hagerott (Kinesiology & Athletics), and Jael Hagerott, '07
(Kinesiology & Athletics), were awarded STEM grants to support their project
"Sleep, Performance, and Mood."
The history and English departments recently sponsored their annual SimpsonDuvall Lecture, Lewis V. Baldwin's "The Spirituality of Martin Luther King, Jr.,
and the Civil Rights Movement: An Enduring Legacy." During his visit, Baldwin, a
pre-eminent historian of African-American churches in the United States, met with
students for dinner and faculty for lunch. He also spoke in the history department's
Rise of Modern America course.
As part of Women's History Month, Whitworth showed the documentary Invisible
War, a look into one of the most troubling aspects of American armed service: the
epidemic of rape within the U.S. military.
Former Prime Minister of Ethiopia Tamrat Layne Admassu will offer a lecture,
"Transformation of Life in Jesus," at Whitworth March 13 as part of our spring
Speakers & Artist Series. Admassu, a former atheist, radical revolutionary and
communist, says he gave his life to Jesus when God visited him in prison. He served
as party leader and military commander for the revolutionary collation army, and,
later, as prime minister, defense minister, and chief of federal affairs for Ethiopia.
Our School of Education was selected as the winner of the 2013 Model of
Excellence Award by the Association of Independent Liberal Arts Colleges
for Teacher Education. AILACTE commended Whitworth for depicting a strong
emphasis on diversity through cross-cultural experiences and field immersion in
intercultural education. Judges ranked Whitworth's application as excellent in all
three categories in which it was rated.
Ron Prosser (Education) was selected Counselor-Educator of the Year by the
Washington School Counselor Association. Ron was nominated by Kyle Storm
(Education), who described Ron as "a selfless educator who looks to promote
others by teaching them skills that provide relief and caring to those who suffer. It
is a noble calling that he has graciously and enthusiastically answered."
The School of Global Commerce & Management recently held its first meeting of
the SGCM Business Advisory Board. Twenty-five executives traveled to Whitworth
from Spokane, Seattle and the Bay Area to initiate this group, which will serve as
an advisory board to Boppell Dean Tim Wilkinson. The BAB, chaired by Whitworth
Trustee Stu Stiles, will serve a vital role as the school pursues AACSB accreditation.
THE ARTS
The Whitworth Symphony Orchestra will tour Boise, Salt Lake City and Draper,
Utah, during Spring Break, with a closing performance at Spokane's Fox Theater

on Sunday, April 7, at 3 p.m. "Our students will share the hope of the Resurrection
through a program of Easter music by Rimsky-Korsakov, Mendelssohn and Wagner,"
says Philip Baldwin (Music), conductor. Alums and friends in the cities mentioned
above, our musicians would love to see you at their concerts!
Whitworth Theatre will present The Laramie Project, developed by Moises Kaufman
and the members of the Tectonic Theater Project, as its spring main stage show.
Diana Trotter (Theatre) will direct. In October 1998, Matthew Shepard, a gay 20-yearold university student, was tied to a fence, beaten, and left to die on the outskirts
of Laramie, Wyo., in a brutal act that stunned the nation. The play is the result of
hundreds of interviews with Laramie residents by members of the Tectonic Theater
Project, who recorded the responses of Shepard's neighbors to the murder. It is a
compelling portrait of the people of Laramie and their efforts to come to terms with
this vicious crime as well as an exploration of the depths of cruelty to which humans
can sink and the heights of compassion to which we can soar. Dates are March 8, 9,
15, 16 at 7:30 p.m. and March 10 at 2 p.m. Admission is $8 general and $6 senior
citizens (age 62-plus). The Whitworth Strategic Initiatives Fund will cover admission for
all students. Please note: The language and content of this play may not be suitable
for all audiences.
STUDENT LIFE
Spring semester began with Cultural Awareness Week, seven days of events
focusing on stigmas and their deterrent effects on community, communication and
relationships. We then celebrated the Chinese New Year with an amazing dancingdragon performance in the HUB. The Green Dot Program kicked off in the middle of
the month, with coordinators providing hours of training for students and employees
before the event. Green Dot gives each of us the opportunity to be engaged as active
bystanders in preventing occurrences of stalking, bullying, partner violence or sexual
assault within our Whitworth community.
More than 150 Whitworth students participated in February's Internship
Information Fair. This event allowed current internship students to share the academic
and vocational value of an internship experience. The 19th annual Partnership Career
Fair (presented by Whitworth, WSU Spokane, EWU and Gonzaga) also provided
Whitworth students and alumni the opportunity to network with more than 105
national and regional employers.
ALUMNI & PARENTS
The Whitworth Office of Alumni & Parent Relations and Annual Giving, along
with The Whitworth Phonathon, moved last month to Hardwick Alumni House,
on the corner of Hawthorne Road and Whitworth Drive. Please stop in to visit, share
memories, take a tour or enjoy a cup of coffee! The house is named for Francis T.
Hardwick, namesake of the original HUB, beloved by '30s and '40s alumni and credited
with keeping the university open during the difficult years of the Great Depression.
Commencement Weekend reunions are just around the corner for members of
the classes of 1953, 1963 and 1973. All alums who graduated in 1973 and earlier
are invited to join us on campus May 17-19. We will also celebrate this year's alumni
award winners. Register at www.whitworth.edu/reunions or alumni@whitworth.edu,
or call 509.777.3799.

ADMISSIONS & FINANCIAL AID
Our March 1 freshman application deadline has passed, but if you know
someone who might need an extension, please encourage him or her to
contact the admissions office at 800.533.4668 or admissions@whitworth.
edu. Applicants with incomplete files should submit transcripts, letters of
recommendation and test score reports as soon as possible. The sooner we
have a complete file, the sooner we can make admissions decisions and send
out those fat acceptance envelopes.
It's FAFSA season! Newly admitted students should have submitted their FAFSA
by now and can anticipate receiving an award soon. Continuing students have
a priority deadline of May 1 and will receive their awards electronically in late
spring. For those new or continuing students who still need to apply, students and
parents can now automatically load the tax data from the IRS website (which is
preferred over hand-entering the data) two weeks after the federal tax return is
filed electronically. Whitworth's receipt of the student's FAFSA can be confirmed
on WhitNet. Students who receive academic scholarships only will have their
scholarships automatically renewed and are not required to file the FAFSA.
CAMPUS MINISTRY
Mark your calendar now for the Whitworth Institute of Ministry, July 8-12. Our
theme, "For Such a Time as This: Ancient Christian Wisdom for Postmodern Times,"
focuses on the changing landscape of ministry that leaves some ministers and
church leaders wondering if anything is secure in our theology, our practice, and/
or our churches. WIM will address this moment from the perspectives of spiritual
formation (James K.A. Smith), scriptural reflection (Jerry Sittser, Karen Petersen
Finch, Jim Edwards, '67), and inspirational preaching (Carolyn Gordon). These
speakers will help participants renew the rhythms, practices and disciplines of
the church that encourage Christians to remain faithful to Christ and each other.
Visit www.whitworth.edu/wim or our WIM Facebook page for more info.
COSTA RICA
Mel Larson, '92 (Health Sciences), and 10 of her majors spent Jan Term in
Costa Rica, where students participated in medical internships, took medical
Spanish classes, lived with host families and went on special field trips. Thirty
freshmen visited the center for a Jan Term honors course, Creation Care: A Biblical
Mandate and our Faithful Response. Their extracurricular activities included
fishing, a crocodile boat trip, a visit to a coffee plantation, zip-lining, national
parks trips, observation of water-treatment systems, weekend stays with Costa
Rican host families, and a pair of service projects. For their final integrative
project, some painted murals, one worked on reducing energy consumption at
the center, and another wrote a booklet on herbal teas.
RESOURCES
Alumni participation in giving shows how alumni support Whitworth's goals,
appreciate their own student experience, and believe in the university's
future. We're working toward our goal of 3,185 alumni donors by June 30, and
during the second half of March we'll be challenging those of you who have not

yet made a gift this year. Whitworthians for Life, we encourage you to help us
reach 300 alumni donors in the two weeks ending on March 30. Join the effort to
provide our current and future students with Whitworth's unique mind-and-heart
education. Please make your annual gift today at www.whitworth.edu/give. And
if you've already donated, thank you VERY much.
MISCELLANEOUS
Gordon Jackson (Communication Studies) has published his sixth book of
quotations, Sleep Faster, We Need the Pillows: 500 Logical Lapses, Paradoxes
and Other Mental Delights, which includes the following helpful quote from W.S.
Gilbert: "You've no idea what a poor opinion I have of myself, and how little I
deserve it." Buy it!
SPORTS
Whitworth's swimming teams swept the Northwest Conference championships.
The men won their 11th straight conference title (did you catch that, 11th straight!),
using outstanding depth to outscore runner-up Whitman by nearly 100 points. Wes
Tatum broke a long-standing school record in the 200 butterfly. The women won 11
of their 18 events to defeat runner-up UPS by nearly 200 points. Kate Duvall, '14,
earned the Outstanding Women's Swimmer of the Meet award with victories in the
500 freestyle and both the 100 and 200 backstrokes. The championship is the
women's third in the last four years. We're so proud of our swimmers!
Men's basketball finished the regular season 22-3 overall and 14-2 in the
NWC, clinching its fourth straight outright conference title and going on to
defeat Whitman in the NWC championship tournament. Guards Wade Gebbers,
'13, and Dustin McConnell, '14, were selected First Team All-NWC. The Bucs are
now preparing to play a second-round NCAA Div. Ill national tournament game
in the fieldhouse against Emory University (Georgia).
Women's basketball finished the regular season at 19-6, tied for third
place in the NWC standings at 12-4. They then went to Whitman and beat the
Missionaries in the semifinal round of the NWC championship tournament - and
went on, two days later, to defeat first-place Lewis & Clark for the championship!
Last week they lost their first-round Div. Ill tournament game to Atlanta's Emory
University. We're proud of their talent and hard work!
I'll catch you up on our spring sports next month. Our spring athletes are off to a
great start, and they - along with the rest of us - look forward to improving weather!
I stopped a Whitworth senior in his tracks yesterday as he hustled through The
Loop on his way to class. I asked him to tell me the first three things he could
think of that he would miss after graduating from Whitworth. His comeback was
quick: "Leonard Oakland, French Dip Fridays, and Whitworth basketball games,"
he said. "Well played," I told him "Well played." I pray that during this Lenten
season, the God of mercy and grace will pour out his riches slessings upon you.
Please keep our seniors in your prayers.
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I had the privilege just a few days ago of shaking the hands of 595
undergraduates and nearly 100 graduate students as they walked the Spokane
Arena stage to receive their hard-earned Whitworth diplomas. My hand is tired,
but my heart is full. What an amazing honor I have as Whitworth's president to
say, "Congratulations, and God bless you!" to each graduate as s/he reaches the
culmination of his or her Whitworth experience in front of proud family members
and friends. In the midst of all of the pomp and circumstance, the jubilation
and excitement, our students once again demonstrated the "heart" side of
Whitworth's mind-and-heart mission. Two beloved members of the Whitworth
community who should have been part of this year's ceremonies were noticeably
absent. Taylor Fenters, '13, passed away during his sophomore year after a long,
brave battle with cancer. His classmates, remembering the role Taylor played in
their lives, established the Taylor Fenters Memorial Service Endowment as their
last act as Whitworth students. Their class gift will honor Taylor's commitment to
serving others by ensuring that future students can travel on service and mission
trips during Spring Break. Though we were saddened by Taylor's absence from
Commencement Weekend events, we felt deeply his impact upon Whitworth.
Another great Whitworthian, Bob Strader, a 60-year-old continuing studies
student pursuing his bachelor's degree in organizational management, passed
away unexpectedly last month. As members of his cohort crossed the stage to
receive their diplomas, I could see that each had a picture of Bob pinned to his
or her graduation gown. What a wonderful testament to their solidarity as a group
of nontraditional students, banding together to meet all of life's challenges but
also celebrating a rich community of learning - one that now mourns the loss
of a close friend. As we lauded our graduates' academic achievements, and as
our new alumni celebrated the completion of their degree programs, they also
remembered to honor friends whom we all miss dearly. I have no doubt that this
latest group of Whitworth graduates will make a positive, lasting impact in the
world. Congratulations and Godspeed to the Class of 2013!

ACADEMICS
The forensics team competed well at the Oregon State University tournament,
bringing home 22 speech and 11 debate awards. In the sweepstakes awards, the
team took second place out of 15 colleges and universities, ahead of regional rivals
including Oregon State and Pacific. This marks the first time that Whitworth has
won a sweepstakes award at every tournament during a given season.
Whitworth was home this year for the Spokane Intercollegiate Research
Conference, spearheaded by Deanna Ojennus (Chemistry). I had the privilege
of speaking to the 224 SIRC participants (from Whitworth, Gonzaga, Washington
State and Spokane Community Colleges) on the importance of interdisciplinary
research. I'm pleased to report that Independent Colleges of Washington, of which
Whitworth is a part, received a grant for next year that will allow organizers to
extend the reach of the conference to include other private Washington colleges
and universities.
Our historians are on a roll. Rafaela Acevedo-Field was awarded a Mayers
Fellowship to spend one month this summer at California's Huntington Library,
using the Mexican Inquisition Archives Collection there to research cases against
Portuguese merchants tried by the Inquisition in 17th-century Mexico. And Arlin
Migliazzo presented papers on "Public Life, Public Faith: Evangelicals and Celebrity
Culture, 1923-59," at the annual conference of the American Academy of Religion,
and "Hallelujah for Hollywood: Evangelicals and the Entertainment Industry, 194959," at the spring conference of the American Society of Church History.
Megan Hershey and Michael Artime (Political Science) presented on "The
Effects of 'Kony 2012' on University Student Perceptions of Africa" at the Midwest
Political Science Association Conference. In addition, Michael spoke about The
Slacktivist Revolution: Measuring the Success and Failure of Online Political
Movements," at the Western Political Science Association Conference.

against those from EWU, Gonzaga, SCC and SFCC, taking home $9,500 in prize money.
THE ARTS
The Music Teachers National Association presented our Judith Schoepflin with its
Foundation Fellow Award at the association's annual conference, in Anaheim, Calif.
The honor is "bestowed upon outstanding individuals who have made a significant
difference in the music world." Proving the wisdom of the association's choice, eight
of Judith's piano students were chosen to perform in the Collegiate Honors Recital
of the Spokane Music Teachers Adjudications, held in connection with Washington
State Music Teachers. The winners were Laura Everett, Adam Ohlson, Anna Willson and
Rachel Witthuhn, all '13; Natasha Black, '14; Rebekah Brown and Katrina Overgaard,
'15; and Michelle Timmerman, '16.
Ben Brody, '97, (Music) has received a $10,000 grant from the Calvin Institute
for Christian Worship. Singing Our Faith: A year-long multidisciplinary study of
music and texts for worship will engage community members in a study of the role
of congregational song in worship. And Brent Edstrom (Music) premiered his second
concerto for jazz piano and orchestra with the Coeur d'Alene Symphony.
The Whitworth Choir is touring Norway. Marc A. Hafso (Music), a grandson of
Norwegian immigrants, is enjoying the opportunity to introduce his choir students
to his ancestral home. The choir is performing at Oslo Cathedral, Rdros Church,
Trondheim's Our Lady's Church, Egersund Church, and the Stavanger Cathedral, the
oldest cathedral in Norway, which dates to the 12th century.
STUDENT LIFE
Student life and ASWU have elected/hired their student leaders for 2013-14. Ian
Robins, '15, was elected ASWU president, Audrey Evans, '14, executive vice president,
and Matt Valdez, '14, financial vice president. Congratulations to all of our new leaders!

Our theology faculty members keep busy! Keith Beebe presented a paper,
"Evangelical Redactions of Religious Experience in Scotland's First Oral History
Project," at the spring meeting of the American Society of Church History; Jim Edwards,
'67, delivered a lecture, "The Most Important Thing in Christianity," at the University
of Mary (N.D.), and led a seminar for clergy on "Preaching and Teaching from the
Gospel of Luke"; and Jerry Sittser delivered the annual Scandrette Lecture, "The
Battle for the Heart: John Cassian as Desert Psychologist," at Wheaton College (III.).

In exciting spring events, our Hawaiian Club Lu'au featured student, staff and
faculty dancers and delectable Hawaiian food; students spent the night in tents
in The Loop to raise awareness and funds for Ethiopian orphans; and Relay For
Life, which raises money for cancer research, was a huge event with lots of student
participation and enthusiasm.

Grant Casady (Biology) received a Murdock Life Sciences Award that will support
his work in conservation, education and research with undergraduate students at
Whitworth's Verbrugge Environmental Center, north of Spokane.

Whitworth's Institute of Ministry is coming soon. Join us July 8-12 as we focus on
the changing landscape of ministry and the church. James K. A. Smith will address this
uncertain and growth-inspiring moment from the perspective of spiritual formation;
Jerry Sittser, Karen Petersen Finch and Jim Edwards, '67, will offer scriptural reflection;
and Carolyn Gordon will address (and deliver!) inspirational preaching. Visit www.
whitworth.edu/wim for more information. Or visit us on Facebook at www.facebook.
com/whitworthinstituteofministry.

Patrick Van Inwegen (Political Science) received a $4,400 Free Market Grant
from the Council for Christian Colleges and Universities. Patrick will collaborate with
Vange Ocasio Hochheimer (Economics) to design a course that will include faculty/
student-led development of a carbon-exchange market in Spokane.
Whitworth hosted the Inland Northwest Business Plan Competition, where,
once again, our students performed admirably. Undergraduate student teams
Perspectives: Clothing & Apparel and Errandipity placed first and second in the
student-generated category. Teams WUFASA and Scooter Friends rounded out the
social-enterprise category, placing second and third. Whitworth students competed

CAMPUS MINISTRY

information is available at www.whitworth.edu/homecoming. Also, alumni from
the late '80s will gather during Homecoming Weekend for a multi-class reunion.
Contact the alumni office if you'd like to help spread the word and encourage
your classmates to attend.
ADMISSIONS
Incoming freshmen/transfer students: Expect a call from your counselor this
month to set up a phone appointment with the faculty member who will help
you register for fall classes. An online registration guide will help you prepare for
this call. Click on "Plan Your Classes" at www.whitworth.edu/admittedstudents.
Watch for information about Summer Sendoffs. These receptions, hosted by
Whitworth alumni, friends and parents, allow incoming students to connect with
others from their area and to ask last-minute questions. Check out www.whitworth.
edu/summersendoffs for locations.
Roommate info will be sent out in mid-July. Housing guru Alan Jacobs is tweaking
the algorithm that assigns roommates who wind up becoming friends for life. If
you've submitted your deposit for fall and you haven't sent your housing preference
form, it's time. Go to www.whitworth.edu/housingpreference.
RESOURCES
Our amazing alumni support Whitworth in a variety of ways. Alumni loyalty
conveys a belief in an institution's future, partnership in its goals, and gratitude
for an alum's student experience and degree. Many alumni believe so strongly in
the Whitworth experience that they have given more than $38,000 in additional
gifts to inspire others to make a first gift. A $25 gift every year speaks to your
commitment to our mission as much as a $25,000 gift would. Such gifts provide
scholarship support, fund important programs, encourage student development,
and maintain the beauty of our campus. Please go to www.whitworth.edu/give,
or mail your gift, postmarked by June 30, to the office of annual giving. Thanks
so much for your support.
In keeping with Whitworth's strategic plan to have 25 percent of our alumni
giving back by 2021, our goal is to achieve 3,185 alumni donors this year.
Nearly 2,600 have already given! We are so close to meeting our goal. Please
help us reach our last 600 donors. And thanks to you who have made gifts!
COSTA RICA
Life at the CRC is busy. Students and faculty returned from a trip to Cuba, where
all were able to see, hear, and feel the complexities of that beautiful island.
Students have now completed Patrick Van Inwegen's political science courses
as well as Core 350, and they're busy saying "Adios!" to wonderful host families
and rigorous internships, a process that produces a variety of emotions. Adios,
spring semester!

ALUMNI & PARENTS
Alumni from the classes of 2008, 2003 and 1993 are invited to celebrate fiveyear, 10-year and 20-year class reunions during Homecoming Weekend, Oct. 4-6.
Join us on campus, where we'll catch up, connect, and cheer on our Pirates. More

SPORTS
Men's track & field rolled to its fourth consecutive Northwest Conference
title, winning 11 events. Carter Comito, '13, set meet records while winning the

discus and shot put and was selected Field Athlete of the Year for the second
year in a row. Chibron Tomeo, '13, set a school record with his pole vault win.
Casey Monahan, '14, defended his title in the 110 hurdles, and Toby Schwarz
was voted NWC Men's Coach of the Year.
Women's track & field won five events and finished third in the final standings
at the NWC championships. Christina Dobbins, '14, won the high jump and the
100 hurdles and finished second in the long jump. Kerry Wright, '16, helped the
Bucs sweep in the javelin, as did Kierstie Shellman, '15, in the pole vault.
Men's golf swept three conference tournaments to win another NWC
championship. Jesse Salzwedel, '13, and Oliver Rudnicki, '16, earned First Team
All-NWC honors, Warren Friedrichs was selected NWC Men's Coach of the Year,
and Whitworth earned the NWC's automatic bid to the NCAA Div. Ill tournament.
Women's golf finished third in both the NWC tournament and the final NWC
standings. Emily Guthrie, '13, and Chelsea Bayley, '16, were selected to the AllNWC First Team based on play at the three big tournaments, and Guthrie returned
to the NCAA Div. Ill tournament and placed 12th in the nation.
Softball finished the year 23-20 overall and 16-12 in the NWC. The Pirates tied
for third in the final standings and were the No. 3 seed to the NWC tournament.
They opened with an 11-2 win over Div. III champion PLU before being eliminated.
Jamie Brunner and Heather Hesselgesser, both '13, and Riley Fritz, '15, all earned
Second Team All-NWC honors.
Baseball finished with a record of 8-16. The Pirates battled through injuries and
inconsistent play to finish strong, with three wins in their final four NWC games.
The All-NWC baseball team will be announced this week.
Women's tennis finished 8-10 overall, 7-5 in the NWC. The Bucs tied for third
and were the No. 3 seed to the NWC tourney. Saryn Mooney, '15, earned First
Team All-NWC honors.
Men's tennis finished the season 6-13 overall and 5-7 to finish fifth in the
NWC. Cameron Williams, '13, was selected to the All-NWC First Team.
Whitworth Athletics won the McIlroy-Lewis Trophy for the outstanding program
in the NWC for the sixth year in a row. Congratulations to all of our studentathletes, coaches, trainers, and Athletics Director Aaron Leetch for making
the Pirates the most formidable opponents in one of the country's best Div. Ill
conferences. Go, Bucs!
Whitworth's tradition the morning after graduation is to gather the faculty together
for a large breakfast and a time of celebration. These women and men invest so
much of themselves into our students. As I looked across the room this morning
at all of the faces of people I have come to know and love, I was again reminded
of what a special place Whitworth is. Faculty members carry the mission of
Whitworth in their hearts, and that's why I'm so confident about the future of
this place. God bless you, thank you for your faithful prayers, and have a great
summer! Go, Pirates!
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An update from Whitworth University
It would be easy for Whitworth students to think that changing the world is
something that happens after graduation. After all, there are plenty of timeconsuming, self-absorbing responsibilities to navigate as a student - classes,
exams, athletics, work. That's why I'm consistently amazed at the ways our
students dive into opportunities to be of use to others through ministry and
service. It's one of the things I love most about this cohort. Perhaps it's because
they've grown up being connected to the world through the Internet and social
media. Our students today have always been exposed to the needs around them
and across the globe in ways other generations haven't. Three years ago, when
we were crafting the Whitworth 2021 vision, I met with a group of students over
coffee to discuss our goals for service-learning - curricular and co-curricular
activities that allow students to use their newfound skills to serve organizations
and people in need. I boldly voiced a goal of wanting at least 75 percent of our
students to have meaningful service-learning experiences while at Whitworth.
I remember the confused look on some of the students' faces after I stopped
talking. My immediate thought was that they were wondering how in the world
three-quarters of them could fit yet another requirement into their busy lives.
Finally, after an awkward silence, a student responded, clearly speaking for all of
the others. He said, "Why wouldn't we want 100 percent of Whitworth's students
to have those experiences?" The group went on to explain to me, the president,
that living faithfully into Whitworth's mission requires students to see others
as more important than themselves. And what better way to demonstrate that
virtue than to roll up their sleeves and get to work? Our 2021 goal for servicelearning is 100 percent, because that's where our students expect it to be. Once
again, they lead the way.
ACADEMICS
Thom Caraway (English) was recently named Spokane's first poet
laureate. Thom is the author of A Visitor's Guide to North Dakota: Poems. He
has won the Thomas McGrath Prize for Poetry twice and is editor-in-chief of
Rock & Sling, a literary journal based at Whitworth.
Claudia Dumitrescu (School of Business) co-authored and presented an
article on consumers' attitudes and behavior toward nutritionally poor products
and their implications for childhood obesity at the Association for Consumer
Research North American Conference, in Chicago.
Keith Beebe (Theology) is the author of The McCulloch Examinations of
the Cambuslang Revival (1742): Conversion Narratives from the Scottish
Evangelical Awakening - A Critical Edition, published jointly by the Scottish
History Society and Boydell & Brewer Publishers. Keith is currently preparing
to deliver a paper, "George Whitefield in Scotland: Of Friends, Foes and the
Evangelical Divide," at the George Whitefield at 300 Conference, which will take
place next June at Oxford University.
Tony Clark (History) gave the keynote address, "Unbroken Jade: Matteo
Ricci's Advice for Study Abroad," at the National Association of Foreign Student
Advisors 2013 annual meeting. He also delivered the closing talk, "Teaching
about Catholicism and Religious History in China," at the U.S. Catholic China
Bureau's conference.
Kathryn Lee (Political Science) is the author of "'Can Anything Good Come
Out of Nazareth?' The Evangelical Left and Justice," in Contemporary Justice
Review 16, no. 3 (2013).
John Yoder (Political Science) wrote a guest opinion piece published
in The Seattle Times: seattletimes.com/ html/opin ion/2021755761_
johnyoderopedsyria05xml.html.

President Beck A.Taylor

Our prolific Gordon Jackson (Communication Studies) recently published
You've Made Your Bed, Now Go Bounce on It: 800 Quotations about Children,
Their Parents and Others Who Care About Them. Some of the proceeds will go
to the Vanessa Behan Crisis Nursery in Spokane, a charity that Gordon and Sue
Jackson (International Education Center) have supported with their time, energy,
and financial resources for many years.
Congratulations to our "new" School of Business (formerly the School of
Global Commerce & Management) for selecting a name that fits easily on a
business card.
The forensics team began its season with a win at the Lewis & Clark College
tournament. The team took first in debate sweepstakes out of 46 schools
from 13 states and defeated regional and national rivals including Boise
State, Gonzaga, University of Colorado, University of Oregon, and University
of Mississippi.
Kathryn Picanco (School of Education) was honored recently with the
Distinguished Leadership Award from the Washington Association of Educators
of the Talented and Gifted for her work with WAETAG, the education service
districts in the state, and the Washington Office of the Superintendent of
Public Instruction in developing and facilitating training opportunities for school
personnel as the state moves to include gifted education within basic education.
THE ARTS
The Bryan Oliver Gallery in the Lied Center for the Visual Arts presents
Poetics & Public Projection: Layered History - Redrawn Memory, the work
of animator and media artist Rose Bond, from Nov. 12-Feb. 7. The opening
reception will take place Nov. 12 from 5-6 p.m. in the Lied Center, followed by
the artist's lecture at 6 p.m. in Lied Room 102. Bond, who has been honored
by the American Film Institute, the Princess Grace Foundation and the National
Endowment for the Arts, has created large-scale, site-specific installations for
a number of locations around the world.
Stage ll Shorts are coming up Dec. 4 and 5 at 7 p.m. These performances
showcase the work of our directing students and performers from across
campus. Admission is free!
The Whitworth Wind Symphony will present Tonal Recall on Sunday, Nov. 10,
at 3 p.m. in Cowles Auditorium. The concert will feature music by Vaughan
Williams, Leonard Bernstein, Paul Hindemith, and others. General admission
is $5.
On Oct. 20, Whitworth presented its 17th annual Women Composers, The
Untapped Source concert, featuring piano faculty Ivana Cojbasic, Cynthia
Munson, Judith Schoepflin and Rachelle Ventura.
Congratulations to Natasha Black, '15, who won this year's MusicFest
Northwest Young Artist Award for piano. As the winner, Natasha performed the
first movement of Prokofiev's Third Piano Concerto with the Spokane Symphony
at the Young Artist Concert. This is the highest honor given at MusicFest
Northwest, the largest music competition in the Northwest.
Our choir, women's choir, men's chorus, chamber singers, instrumentalists
and narrators are preparing for Whitworth's Christmas Festival Concerts,
which will feature more than 120 student performers. Performances will take
place at First Pres Seattle (Dec. 7, 7:30 p.m.; Dec. 8, 2 p.m.) and at Spokane's
Martin Woldson Theater at The Fox (Dec. 14, 8 p.m.; Dec. 15, 3 p.m.). General
admission is $18; admission for students and seniors 62-plus is $15, through
www.whitworth.edu/musictickets or www.ticketswest.com, 800.325.7328.

STUDENT LIFE
Homecoming kicked off the month with the theme Pirates of the Caribbean.
Dorms competed against each other in "beach" games and making pirate flags
as well as with a pirate-wear fashion show (eyepatches optional). Students
danced the night away at The Service Station the Friday before the football game,
and Saturday night they were treated to a concert by Noah Gunderson. October
ended with the annual Warren Hall Monster Mash and Mac Hall Haunted House
- and, of course, ASWU showed Hocus Pocus and handed out free candy to all.
Our newly opened U-Rec is a hit! Approximately 18,000 students, faculty/
staff and their dependents have scanned their cards at the electronic turnstiles
since the building opened in September. The U-Rec also employs more than
50 students and is planning activities for this year that include faculty/staff
family hours, community-wide incentive programs, outdoor recreation trips,
group fitness instruction, and climbing-wall competitions. Drop by to tour this
great new facility!
ALUMNI & PARENTS
Celebrate the Portland alumni & parent chapter launch Nov. 15. Whitworth
alumni, family and friends in the Portland area are invited to our chapter launch
from 6:30-9 p.m. at Ringlers Pub. Enjoy appetizers, connect with Whitworthians,
hear an update on the university from Forrest Baird (Philosophy), and meet
Dale Hammond, '98 (Alumni & Parent Relations). Advance registration is $5;
tickets are $8 at the door. Register online, or contact Danika Heatherly, '10, at
509.777.4761 or dheatherly@whitworth.edu.
Join your alumni & parent chapter today. Whitworth alumni and parents are
invited to gather in areas across the West to socialize, stay connected with
Whitworth, develop professional networks and share the Whitworth story with
prospective students. Join a chapter in Portland, Seattle or Los Angeles by
visiting www.whitworth.edu/chapter, or inquire about helping launch a chapter
in your area by contacting Danika Heatherly at the phone/e-mail address above.
Parents and families, order forms for our annual Final-Exam Survival Kits
will arrive soon. Students love getting goodies from their loved ones, and the
office of alumni & parent relations is taking orders for Finals Week treats until
Nov. 18. The cost is $25 for a fresh-fruit bag and $20 for a snack kit. To order
online, visit www.whitworth.edu/finalexamkit. Kits will be delivered Dec. 5.
C.S. Lewis Experience Core 650 trip spaces are still available. Experience
Belfast, Ireland, and additional sites in England next June with Forrest Baird
(Philosophy) and his son, Soren, '07. All of the details of this incredible tour are
available at www.whitworth.edu/lewis2014.
ADMISSIONS
Our Nov. 30 early action (non-binding) application deadline is just around
the corner. Students who are admitted through this program can submit their
enrollment deposit (www.whitworth.edu/apply) to get priority status for housing
selection and class registration. Deposits are fully refundable through May 1, so
it's a no-lose proposition. Our regular application deadline is March 1.
If you're on Twitter and want to stay up on news of interest to prospective
students, follow @gotowhitworth. One of our great master-in-teaching students,
Kyle Darbonne, is our main tweeter. Prospective freshmen also are encouraged
to join the Whitworth Class of '18 Facebook group; it's a great way to connect
with other "prospectives" as well as with current students.
RESOURCES
As we get close to Thanksgiving, it's easy to be grateful. And as the leaves
change color and create their special fall beauty, I think of how thankful I am
for this university. Many of you support Whitworth because you're thankful for
its mission and impact. And we appreciate the support you provide to keep
Whitworth strong. Each November we attach an envelope to this newsletter
(for those of you who receive it in the mail) in the hope that you'll contribute to
The Whitworth Fund, which supports student aid and other institutional needs.
Thanks for considering this gift, which will be much-appreciated and well-used.

As we enter the holidays, we also kick off a year-end campaign especially
for Whitworth graduates and parents. If we receive gifts from 2,021 alumni
by Dec. 20, two of our terrific trustees have promised to provide an additional
match of $50,000. Your participation is just one way in which you can show
how much you appreciate the unique education Whitworth has given you or your
student; participation allows Whitworth to offer that education to current and
future students. You can use the attached envelope, or visit our website and
give online at www.whitworth.edu/give. Thanks so much! •
SPORTS
Pirate Night 2013 at the Spokane Convention Center was a huge
success. Nearly 300 attendees heard Whitworth football alum Steve Wilson,
'77, speak about his experiences as an NFL official. Former hoopster Camille
Booker, '04, coordinated the verbal auction. We'll have final totals next time.
The football team halted a losing skid with a 33-14 win at Puget Sound. DE
Aaron Cochran, '14, is having a stellar final year; he currently leads the Northwest
Conference in tackles for loss.
The volleyball team has made a habit of extended matches this season.
Eleven of the team's 24 matches have gone the maximum of five sets, and the
Bucs are currently 13-11 overall and 7-5 within the NWC. Jalana White, '14,
leads the NWC in total kills and ranks second in kills per set.
Men's soccer is looking good. The Pirates have won five straight matches to
improve to 10-3-2 overall and 7-2-1 in the NWC. Whitworth has outscored its
opponents 15-2 during the five-game winning streak. Sam Selisch, '14, leads
the squad with eight goals this year.
Women's soccer (6-7-4) has been bitten hard by the injury bug. The Pirates
have been down to 14 healthy players (from a roster of 26) for the last half of
the season. Jami Hegg, '14, provides leadership on the defensive line and has
scored three goals.
Both the men's and women's golf teams finished fourth at the NWC Fall
Classic. Oliver Rudnicki, '16, finished eighth in the men's individual standings.
Michal Schuster, '17, finished 10th in the women's standings.
I had the privilege of watching the cross country teams host the 2013 NWC
Championships at Downriver Golf Course last weekend. Amanda Blankenship,
'16, led a trio of Pirates who posted top-10 finishes in the women's 6k run. The
women finished second and the men finished sixth, led by Taylor Steele, '15,
who was 15th in the 8K. Willamette won both the men's and women's titles.
I recently read Jeremy Affeldt's book, To Stir A Movement: Life, Justice, and
Major League Baseball. Affeldt is a Spokane native and a two-time World
Series champion relief pitcher with the San Francisco Giants. He also founded
a nonprofit called Generation Alive, whose mission, among other things, is to
feed the hungry around the world. In the closing chapter of his book, Affeldt
dreams of a day when his organization might host an event at which one million
meals are packed to feed people in need. Perhaps it was our students' voices
still ringing in my ears (see intro) that caused me to think, "Whitworth can do
this!" I called Affeldt and asked him if I could see whether Whitworth's student
government was interested in attempting something this huge. He was thrilled.
I was even more thrilled when Whitworth's student body proclaimed the millionmeal challenge as something they want to accomplish in May 2014. This project
will require literally hundreds of volunteers and hours of planning, not to mention
raising $250,000. With our students' commitment, Affeldt's dream is becoming
a reality. Whitworth students are changing the world...right before our eyes.
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An update from Whitworth University\ President Beck A.Taylor
The fact that Whitworth lives on the "narrow ridge" has become almost as
synonymous with the university's mission as is our promise of a mind-and-heart
education. What do we mean when we describe Whitworth as being on the
narrow ridge? It's a useful metaphor because it paints a clear picture of the
institution being situated on a precarious mountain crest that connects two
steep and dangerous slopes. One slope represents the temptation that Christian
universities like Whitworth have faced historically to jettison their Christ-centered
missions in favor of things like greater academic reputation, or an easier time
navigating an increasingly pluralistic society. Institutions like Harvard, Princeton,
and the University of Chicago are among such institutions. The other slippery
slope represents the temptation for many Christian universities to abandon their
commitments to open and fearless intellectual inquiry and academic freedom.
In a sense, institutions that have stumbled down this side of the ridge, in an
effort to protect some privileged version of truth, have jettisoned their academic
missions to remain more faithful. Many of us know of institutions that lie at the
bottom of that slope. • But by intentionally situating itself squarely on the ridge
that separates these two extremes, Whitworth commits itself to pursuing faith
as rigorously as it pursues truth, and to pursuing truth as devotedly as it pursues
faith. Holding on to its commitments to Christ and Christ's redemptive work in
this world, while at the same time remaining devoted to the courageous search
for truth, wherever that search leads us, is a challenging prospect, especially
in a day and age when extremism and polarity run rampant, inside and outside
the church. • But the scenic views from the peak offer amazing perspectives
on the world and our place in it. I am increasingly persuaded that by remaining
committed to academic excellence (in every sense of the word) and to the
integration of Christian faith and learning, and by continuing to provide safe
harbor for conversations among faithful Christians who disagree, Whitworth
offers its students, and all of us, the best opportunities to learn, question, and
discover. Indeed, the narrow ridge is where Whitworth belongs.

ACADEMICS
Jerusha Turner, '15, has been awarded the prestigious Presidential Scholarship
from the Semester at Sea Education Association, an internationally recognized
leader in undergraduate ocean education since 1971. The criteria for the $7,500
award include academic excellence, community service and leadership experience.
Congratulations, Jerusha!
Our fantastic library faculty are doing some interesting writing. Tami Robinson
published an article on learning to do library research in The Christian Librarian.
Janet Hauck received a grant from the Wabash Center for Teaching and Learning
in Theology and Religion, titled "Students Finding Virtue: Theological Information,
Literacy and Intellectual Tenacity." And Amanda Clark co-authored a book,
Understanding Architecture: Its Elements, History, and Meaning, with her father,
Leland M. Roth (Westview Press).
Cathy Stephens (Education) writes a column for Educational Horizons, whose
October/November issue won the Apex Award for Excellence, a national honor.
Doreen Keller (Education) completed her doctorate. Congratulations, Dr. Keller!
Todd Friends (Business), recently had an article, "Turning Call Centers into
Learning Organizations," accepted by the Journal of International Studies.
Elizabeth Campbell (Psychology) recently received a $2,000 grant from the
American Psychological Association in recognition of innovative teaching.
THE ARTS
Pauline Anderson Haas' Compulsive Continuation - A Celebration of Her 90th
Year continues through Nov. 1 in the Bryan Oliver Gallery of the Lied Center for the
Visual Arts. I've had the chance to visit this wonderful exhibit of some of Pauline's
most recent work, and it's amazing.
Diana Trotter (Theatre) will direct this fall's production, The Wakefield
Mysteries, which draws on the popular theatre of the medieval period to blend the
humor of human folly with heartfelt religious belief. The production will run Oct. 11,
12, 18 and 19 at 7:30 p.m. and Oct. 13 at 2 p.m.
Grammy Award-winning jazz saxophonist Chris Potter joins the Whitworth
University Jazz Ensemble (which has won a few awards of its own), with Dan
Keberle (Music) at the helm, in concert on Saturday, Nov. 2, at 8 p.m. in downtown
Spokane's Martin Woldson Theater at The Fox. Tickets are available through The
Fox Theater and through ticketswest.com.
STUDENT LIFE
Orientation Week got the year off to a great start as we celebrated "Ascending
the Heights of the Mind and Heart" as our theme. New and returning students
gathered for the Jon Foreman concert in The Loop, and Yell-Off and Mock Rock
built community and featured students from the Class of 2017. The Stewart Lawn
Dance went off without a hitch (save a little rain), and $2,500 worth of prizes went
to the winners of Bingo.
Mid-September brought Community Building Day, with more than 1,000
students, staff and faculty serving the Spokane community through various work
projects. Julie and I joined more than 100 of our students, and many sixth-grade

Holmes Elementary students, to distribute energy-efficient light bulbs to West Central
neighborhood residents. The total dollar value for that single day of service is estimated
at nearly $24,000! In addition to a number of innovative partnerships between
Whitworthians and the community, we used a hashtag to manage communication,
participants posted hundreds of tweets and photos, and Whitworth's Twitter feed retweeted 25 messages from service locations and many from students. Whitworthians
also posted more than 125 photos to lnstagram. The day was a rousing success all
the way around.
ALUMNI & PARENTS
Alums, parents and friends: Experience Belfast, Ireland, and several sites in
England next June on our "C.S. Lewis Experience" Core 650 trip with Forrest Baird
(Philosophy) and his son, Soren, '07, at the helm. All of the details of this incredible
tour are available at www.whitworth.edu/lewis2014, and registration is now open.
Homecoming Weekend is going to be great! Alumni from the classes of '93, '03,
'08, the late '80s, and the forensics teams will celebrate their reunions on campus,
Jerry Sittser (Theology) will host an event on the South Hill on Friday night, and we'll
honor our Young Alumni Award winner at Saturday's dinner.
Family Weekend is Oct. 18-20. This event offers family members an opportunity to
visit their students and to join in the Whitworth experience by attending a class led by
one of our great faculty and spending time on campus with the Whitworth community.
See www.whitworth.edu/familyweekend for details and online registration.
Join us on the evening of Saturday, Nov. 2, for dessert prior to the Whitworth Jazz
Ensemble concert featuring saxophonist Chris Potter at the Martin Woldson Theater
at The Fox. Alumni, parents and friends are invited to hear from Potter and from Dan
Keberle, director of the ensemble, at the dessert. Details and online registration can
be found at www.whitworth.edu/alumnievents.
All Whitworthians in the Honolulu area are invited to a gathering on Nov. 16. Join
me at Dave & Buster's rooftop lanai for a casual and family-friendly event, games,
conversation and campus updates. For more information, please visit www.whitworth.
edu/alumnievents. I can't wait to touch base with our Hawaiian alumni and families.
Join your alumni & parent chapter today. Whitworth alumni and parents are invited
to gather in pilot areas across the West to socialize, stay connected with Whitworth,
develop professional networks and share the Whitworth story with prospective
students. Join a chapter in Portland, Seattle or Los Angeles by visiting www.whitworth.
edu/chapter. Or inquire about helping launch a chapter in your area by contacting
Danika Heatherly, '10, at 509.777.4761 or dheatherly@whitworth.edu.
Have you changed your contact information recently? Let's stay in touch! You can
update your information at www.whitworth.edu/alumni/stayengaged.htm.
ADMISSIONS AND FINANCIAL AID
If you missed our Oct. 13-14 Whitworth Snapshot visit event, don't sweat it. There
are still many opportunities to schedule an individual visit or to sign up for a Why
Whitworth visit day. Go to www.whitworth.edu/visit for details.
Now is a great time for students to be completing their admissions applications
and requesting transcripts and letters of recommendation from their guidance

counselors. Our Early Action (non-binding) application deadline is Nov. 30, but
the early bird is likely to get a less frazzled guidance counselor and a quicker
admission decision from us.
It was gratifying to see Whitworth listed again among the top 10 universities
and top five values in U.S. News' ranking of regional universities in the West.
These rankings do a better job of measuring the quality of inputs to the
educational process than they do in evaluating the quality of the education itself,
but the former isn't totally unrelated to the latter. And we recognize that, for
many families, our good rankings in U.S. News, Forbes, Kiplingers, The Princeton
Review and other publications elevate and/or affirm Whitworth's position in the
college-search process.
As the financial aid office staff assists students to meet their financial
obligations, the students are grateful to all of the generous donors who, through
their giving, make grant and scholarship funds available. Your generosity makes
all the difference in whether many can continue to attend Whitworth.
RESOURCES
Many things have changed at Whitworth over the years. New buildings
have been built, new professors have arrived, and new technology has filled
the classrooms. But many things haven't changed at all. It's still a celebrated
achievement to catch a pine cone. We still see professors' joy in teaching,
mentoring and getting to know their students. And Whitworth still holds fast to
its mission. The Whitworth Fund is one of the things that help Whitworth stay
Whitworth. It provides scholarships that allow students to attend, it keeps the
lights on so they can study, and it gives them opportunities through student life
and international initiatives to continue to live out Whitworth's mission. Please
continue to support The Whitworth Fund. Give today at www.whitworth.edu/give.
COSTA RICA
Provost Carol Simon, her husband, Steve, Assistant Vice President Larry
Burnley, Associate Dean Jolyn Dahlvig and Vice President Dick Mandeville
visited the CRC recently. They sat in on classes, enjoyed the beautiful campus,
and visited internship sites. Students and staff are currently participating in a
trip to Nicaragua, where they will visit the Villa Esperanza ministry, which helps
adolescent girls overcome the hopelessness of living in Managua's largest garbage
dump. They'll also talk with creative and hard-working coffee growers who have
formed a co-op and who now get a decent wage for their crops, and they'll spend
time with banana pickers who have suffered from the toxic pesticide Nemagon
and who are fighting for justice. The group will also visit Coyotepe, a prison where
soldiers on both sides of the civil war were tortured, and will meet with Christians
who are striving to follow Jesus in difficult circumstances.
SPORTS
Here comes Pirate Night! Our annual dinner and auction will take place Oct. 24
at the Spokane Convention Center. This year's keynote speaker is Steve Wilson, a
former Pirate quarterback who went on to serve as a local pastor - and as a referee
in the National Football League. Check whitworthpirates.com for more details.

On Oct. 5 Michael Allan, '07, (football), Coach Tom Dodd (swimming) and
President Emeritus Bill Robinson will be Inducted into the Whitworth Heritage
Gallery Hall of Fame. The induction will take place during a breakfast ceremony,
and the new class will be introduced at halftime of that day's football game
against Pacific.
The football team is 2-1 and was inches away from a remarkable comeback
victory against La Verne after trailing 17-0 at halftime. The Bucs opened with
a 36-7 win over St. Scholastica and a 38-17 win over Whittier. DJ Tripoli,
'14 (RB), leads the Northwest Conference with five touchdown carries this
season. Cornerback De' Hall, '15, is tied for the conference lead with three
interceptions.
Volleyball is 8-8 overall and 1-1 in the NWC. The Pirates have played several
five-set matches this year: four of the last six, and five overall. Jalana White and
Kristine Kardell, both '14, lead the team in kills and blocks, respectively.
Women's soccer is off to a 5-2-1 start, 2-1-1 in the NWC. Tiara Pajimola, '17,
ranks second in the NWC in goals this season with six. Half of her goals have
been match-winning tallies. And Andrea Stump, '16, leads the conference by a
wide margin in total saves.
The men's soccer team is 3-2-1 and 1-1in the conference. The Pirates' first six
matches are on the road; they finally get to play a game at Whitworth on Sept.
28. Midfielder Sam Selisch, '14, leads the squad with three goals and an assist.
The cross-country teams have run well at two big meets - the Sundodger
Invitational, in Seattle, and the Runners Soul/Erik Anderson Invitational, in
Spokane. Christina Williams, '15, was the top-finishing NCAA Division III athlete
in the women's race at the Runner's Soul Invite.
Men's golf went back to Greensboro, N.C., to compete in an elite tournament
featuring the top Division III teams in the country. The Pirate team took 15th
place, and Oliver Rudnicki, '16, put together two excellent rounds to finish fourth
overall individually.
There are many unsung heroes at Whitworth - people who work behind the
scenes and out of the spotlight to make Whitworth a special place. One such
person is Brian Benzel, Whitworth's vice president for finance and administration.
The stewardship of the university's financial and physical resources is a huge
responsibility, and for the past six years, Brian has faithfully (and quietly) led our
efforts to be a financially accountable university. In the wake of the nationwide
financial collapse of 2008, his leadership was responsible for Whitworth's
resilience, and because he has always championed Whitworth's mission, he is
in many ways responsible for the excellent educational experience our students
receive today. Brian is retiring in December, and I know that you will join me in
thanking him for his excellent service to Whitworth and praying for him and his
wife, Cynthia, as they begin a new chapter in their lives.
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I've always said that I will be a better university president once I've had a child go
off to college. I can now only imagine what it will be like to see my own children
leave our home and venture into a life of independence, discovery and adulthood.
Julie and I had a few parents of incoming freshmen to our house during MoveIn Weekend, just after they'd said goodbye to their students. Many were still
wiping away tears as they crossed the threshold of our home. We embraced
and consoled them, and made promises - promises to guard and protect their
children as if they were our own; promises to build a community around them
that would nurture and sustain them; promises to pray diligently and faithfully
for these new students; and promises to provide them opportunities to grow
intellectually and spiritually in order to discover how God is calling them into
the world. After everyone left, I began to panic. The what-ifs began to creep
into my mind. What if one of these new students doesn't feel welcomed here?
What if one of them falls ill, or struggles to keep up academically? What if the
loss of things familiar is too much for some, and loneliness and despair set in?
I thought to myself, Have I just made a bunch of promises I can never keep?"
I closed myself off in my study and began to pray that God would cover for my
arrogance - that God would fill the gaps between what we at Whitworth could
realistically provide students and what they really need. I was humbled. It was
then that I remembered the promises of Philippians 1:6. Paul writes, "I am
confident of this, that the one who began a good work among you will bring it to
completion by the day of Jesus Christ." Peace began to invade my troubled spirit
as I remembered that God has called these students to Whitworth, and God has
called Julie and me, and all of our faculty and staff, to this place. For 124 years,
God has provided everything the Whitworth community has needed, despite our
failings and imperfections and broken promises. God has ably and generously
filled those gaps with overflowing abundance. As I write this, I'm reminded of
the assurances of 1 Peter 5:6-7: "Humble yourselves therefore under the mighty
hand of God, so that God may exalt you in due time. Cast all your anxiety on God,
for God cares deeply for you!" God cares deeply for these wonderful students
and families, and for Whitworth, and that is a promise we can take to the bank!

ACADEMICS
We happily welcome the following new faculty: Elizabeth Abbey, Stacey Nauman,
Robin Pickering, Cheree Sauer and Shane Wibel (Health Sciences); Jessica Clements
and LuElla D'Amico (English); Candice Correira, Claudia Dumitrescu, Tara Lambert,
'93, MBA, '12, and David Sloan (Business); Stacy Hill, Douglas Jones, Doreen Keller,
Jann Leppien and Keith Lambert, '91 (Education); Stacy Keogh and Mark Killian
(Sociology); Will Kynes (Theology); Robert Fifield and David Overstreet (Art); William
Samuels (Chemistry); Frederic Dugenet, Abigail Carretero (World Languages &
Cultures); and Nicole Bogarosh (Women's & Gender Studies).
Whitworth also extends a warm welcome to new students from around the
world - Australia, Austria, Czech Republic, France, Hong Kong, Iceland, Ireland,
Kazakhstan, South Korea, Madagascar, the Netherlands, Nigeria, Sweden,
Switzerland, and the United Kingdom.
Congratulations to the team of Barb Sanders, David Cherry, Corey McKenna
(Education), John Larkin (Physics) and Pete Tucker (Math & Computer Science),
who received a $161,442 Robert Noyce Capacity Building grant from the prestigious
National Science Foundation. This grant, the result of collaboration among
Whitworth, seven school districts and three community organizations, will build
capacity in the education department by developing a STEM (science, technology,
engineering and mathematics) track for the MIT and ETC programs, as well as an
infrastructure for internships with community organizations.
Tony Clark (History) was recently awarded two grants for his research on
Franciscan missionaries and Sino-Western interactions in Shanxi, 2012-13. The first
was from the National Endowment forthe Humanities (American Council for Learned
Societies), and the second was a CIAC Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation Scholar's
research grant. Tony has also contributed to several recent publications, including
A Voluntary Exile: Chinese Christianity and Cultural Confluence from 1552-Present
(Lehigh University Press/Rowman & Littlefield, 2013).
Under the guidance of Kerry Breno (Chemistry), two students presented findings
from their research at the 2013 Northwest Regional American Chemical Society
Meeting in July. Katy Mirgon, '15, presented on "Water-soluble, pH Sensitive
Molybdenum Complexes for Transfer Hydrogenation," and Ashton Beck, '14,
presented on "Fluorescence of pH Sensitive Rhenium Complexes."
Meredith TeGrotenhuis Shimizu, '93 (Art), presented her paper "Above Reality:
Interpreting Skyscraper Views in Popular Culture of the 1930s" at the annual
conference of The Space Between Society, at Chicago's DePaul University.
Katie Creyts (Art) was chosen to participate in the Teachers' Forum at Oregon's
Bullseye Glass Factory, where she offered a workshop on the best methods and
materials for educators in the field of glass. She also received a scholarship to
attend David Walters' "Layers of Meaning" glassblowing and enameling course at
Pilchuck Glass School (Seattle), and she participated in "R5: A Visual Arts Seminar
and Studio in South Africa," during which a team of 10 North American and 10 South
African artists gathered for a seminar and studio event that addressed questions
about how one creates art in response to the types of issues that face the fairly
new South African democracy.

THE ARTS
Pauline Anderson Haas' Compulsive Continuation - A Celebration of Her 90th,
will run through Nov. 1in the Bryan Oliver Art Gallery of Whitworth's Lied Center.
Pauline taught art at Whitworth for nearly 20 years, retiring in 1986. This exhibit
coincides with the celebration of her 90th year and is a display of her continued
dedication to the creative process and the Greater Spokane art community.
The Wakefield Mysteries, Whitworth's fall production, will be directed by Diana
Trotter (Theatre). This modern adaptation of medieval English mystery plays
celebrates the biblical story of God's interactions in human history. Drawing on the
farcical comedy of the popular theatre of the time, Wakefield blends the humor of
human folly with heartfelt religious belief. Divine and human come together in this
delightful and spiritually moving theatrical event. The production will run Oct. 11, 12,
18 and 19 at 7:30 p.m. and Oct. 13 at 2 p.m.
STUDENT LIFE
New students converged on Whitworth for Orientation Week and Traditiation and
learned "the ropes" of life on campus through our orientation theme, "Ascending the
Heights of the Mind & Heart." In addition to my dynamite Macklemore impression,
Traditiation exposed students to hall traditions, and all of us were entertained by
Switchfoot lead singerJon Foreman, professional juggler Charles Peachock, and a night
of BINGO. More than 60 clubs and organizations participated in our Plug-In Picnic,
and our Saturday tailgate party heralded the beginning of the Pirate football season.
See Move-In Weekend photos and footage here: www.whitworth.edu/movein13.
Student life interns MacKenzie Young and Samantha Santos, both '14, are
coordinating a fall festival that includes programs aimed at sexual-assault
prevention and gender empowerment. The documentary Miss Representation will
be shown Sept. 18 at 7:30 p.m. in Robinson Teaching Theatre; a panel discussion
will follow. An introductory self-defense course will take place Sept. 23 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Cornerstone Dance Studio. And a group of resident directors is presenting
a panel discussion, "Guyland and Other Mysteries," on Sept. 24 at 7:30 p.m., in
Robinson Teaching Theatre.
Student life is also sponsoring Blame It on the Alcohol, a poster series to raise
awareness about the impact of alcohol/drug use on our brains and the potential of
these substances to limit academic success. The artworks will be posted in residence
halls Sept. 30-Oct. 7. First-Year Seminar instructors have been invited to create course
assignments that connect with this important program.
ALUMNI & PARENTS
Homecoming 2013 is almost here. All Whitworth alumni and their families - especially
alums from the classes of 1993, 2003, and 2008, the late 1980s, and the forensics
team - are invited to return to campus to celebrate. Enjoy athletics and campus events,
attend the casual dinner with classmates (where I'll have a word or two for you), tour
the beautiful additions to campus facilities, toss a Frisbee in The Loop, join Professor
of Theology Jerry Sittser for a low-key evening of laughter and learning, and connect
with old friends. Read more and register online at www.whitworth.edu/homecoming.

Join your Alumni & Parent Chapter today. Whitworth alumni and parents are
invited to gather in pilot areas across the West to socialize, stay connected with
Whitworth, develop professional networks and share the Whitworth story with
prospective students. We invite you to join a chapter in Portland, Seattle or Los
Angeles by visiting www.whitworth.edu/chapter. Or inquire about helping launch
a chapter in your area by contacting Danika Heatherly, '10, at 509.777.4761 or
dheatherly@whitworth.edu.
Register for Family Weekend, Oct. 18-20. You're invited! This exciting weekend
invites parents and families to visit their Whitworth student. For a full list of
activities or to register, visit www.wh itworth.edu/fam ilyweekend. We look forward
to welcoming you to campus!
Mark your calendars for Pirate football on the road this fall. Join us for a pregame barbecue on Saturday, Sept. 28, before the Pirates battle the Panthers at
Chapman, in Southern California, or stop by our casual reception during halftime
on Saturday, Oct. 26, at UPS, in Tacoma.
ADMISSIONS
Welcome, Class of 2017 - the third largest in Whitworth's history, with 597
students! The class, which is made up of 59 percent women and 41 percent
men, is smart, boasting an average GPA of 3.73 and average SAT of 1800. And
with 128 students from underrepresented racial and ethnic populations, it's the
most diverse class in Whitworth's history.
Our admissions counselors are already hitting the road to recruit the classes
of 2018, 2019, 2020 and beyond. To see where they'll be traveling this fall, go to
www.whitworth.edu/admissionscounselors. And please encourage college-bound
students you know to connect with our counselors either at their high school or
at a college fair in their area.
Our first Why Whitworth Day campus-visit event is Sept. 27; our annual
Whitworth Snapshot event for high school seniors is Oct. 13-14. Both allow
prospective students to visit classes, eat in our dining hall, take a campus tour,
and hear from current students. Please encourage students you know to attend
one of these programs or to schedule an individual visit. There's no better way
to find out whether they and Whitworth are a good fit.
RESOURCES
Did you know that last year our students were awarded more than $45 million
in financial aid? Contributions to The Whitworth Fund support those awards,
so the fund directly enables students to afford a Whitworth education. Of all
the money that is raised for The Whitworth Fund this year, 75 percent benefits
student scholarships, 15 percent goes to academic programs, 5 percent supports
our international initiatives, and 5 percent is allotted to facilities and grounds.
This is why we have a phonathon: It means a lot to our students, the beneficiaries
of The Whitworth Fund, to say thanks and to request continued support. It's also
one of the most successful ways for us to convey the student experience to our
alumni and parents. Student callers can tell you what it's like to live and learn

in today's Whitworth community, and they raise a significant amount of support
for our annual budget - gifts from more than 2,000 Whitworthians every year.
They're eager to talk to you, so please answer that call. Go online for proof that
they really do "smile and dial": www.whitworth.edu/phonathon.
COSTA RICA
Director Lindy Scott writes, "A dozen bright-eyed students safely arrived at
the CRC, began their classes, and are now moved in with their host families. Our
new assistants - Lauren Davies, Cameron Williams and Sagen Eatwell, all '13
- are busy serving students and staff. Professor Rafaela Acevedo-Field and her
husband, Ken, are teaching new history, religion and music courses this semester.
We have 13 new ducklings on the CRC's lakes, a new shop for the maintenance
man, and a new garden to go with the 75 peaches that we've harvested from
the fruit trees."
SPORTS
More than 200 Whitworth students are participating in sports this fall, and
we're off to a great start.
Football opened with an impressive 36-7 home win over the College of
St. Scholastica (Minn.) in front of a packed Pine Bowl.
Kati Bodecker earned her first victory as Whitworth's head volleyball coach
when the Pirates defeated traditional power University of La Verne in SoCal over
the holiday weekend.
Morgan Cathey picked up his first win as head coach of men's soccer when
Whitworth squeaked by Mary Hardin-Baylor University 1-0 in Texas last Saturday.
Women's soccer, under Head Coach Jael Hagerott, '07, opened the 2013
season with a big 2-1 upset of nationally ranked Cal Lutheran.
The cross country teams competed well against local Div. I competition (WSU,
Gonzaga, EWU) during the Inland Empire Preview Meet.
Golf is scheduled to get under way later in September.
And don't forget Pirate Night on Oct. 24 at the Spokane Convention Center! Be
sure to register (509.777.3224) for a great night that will feature former Pirate
QB and NFL referee Steve Wilson as the keynote speaker.

I used up all of my words in my introduction to this newsletter, so I'll conclude
quickly and let you know how thankful I am for all of our students - Whitworth's
new and returning undergraduate and graduate students. I'm also thankful for the
parents and family members who have placed their hopes in what God promises
for their students at Whitworth. May we be faithful as we meet God in the gaps,
because God is faithful to complete his good work in us.
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I'm an "interim" president. That's not the official title you'll find on my business
card, but it captures my sentiments about the position I am privileged to hold.
No, I'm not planning to leave Whitworth. I feel called to this special place of mind
and heart, and I hope with all of my heart to serve you and all of Whitworth's
constituencies for years to come. Other than our callings as Christians, it's
healthy, I think, to view the rest of our respective callings as interim by default.
First, God has called each of us to a variety of roles and responsibilities, and he
has demonstrated in the past that his purposes might call us to new opportunities
and experiences. We must be ready to serve wherever and whenever God calls
us. Second, for those of us who serve institutions and organizations, we are likely
not the first people to serve in our positions; nor are we likely the last. We have
been called to serve here and now, to be good stewards of the foundations others
have left us, and to prepare for a future others will guide and direct. Finally, if
we embrace our roles for what they are, interim by nature, then our efforts are
more likely to be directed toward the people we serve and with whom we work,
and toward the goals and missions of the organizations we steward, rather than
simply toward building and protecting our own reputations and legacies. Good
leaders know these things, but great leaders allow these realities to shape every
aspect of their lives. What "interim" roles do you occupy?

ACADEMICS
Arlin Migliazzo (History) received the 2013 National Award for Research and
Preservation from the National Society of Daughters of Colonial Wars for his
book To Make This Land Our Own: Community, Identity, and Cultural Adaptation
in Purrysburg Township, S.C., 1732-1865.
Patricia Bruininks (Psychology) is the author of a chapter, "The unique
psychology of hope," in Art, Imagination and Christian Hope: Patterns of Promise,
by T. Hart, G. Hopps, and J. Begbie (eds.).
Lyle Cochran (Mathematics &Computer Science) is hard at work on a highschool AP calculus book, as well as on a second edition of his first college calculus
book, which was published in January 2010. Both are set to come out this fall. I

attempted all of the end-of-chapter problems in Lyle's last calculus textbook, but
I got one question wrong. I'm losing my edge.
Each spring our undergraduate auditing class examines Whitworth's finances,
enhancing students' learning and providing an essential benefit to the university.
This year, Margie Ness LaShaw (Accounting), Brad Sago (Marketing) and Senior
Accountant Tara Lambert, '93, MBA '12, published the experiential-learning benefits
of this annual project. Their article appears in the International Journal of Business,
Humanities and Technology, April 2013, Vol. 3, No. 3.
Todd Friends (Business) was sponsored by the U.S. State Department to attend
an Asia Studies Conference at which he participated in meetings to educate
international scholars on critical language-scholarship opportunities.
This spring, three of our athletic training students - Heidi Hendrickson, Lauren
Dickey and Andy Knox, all '13 - won the district quiz bowl competition and
qualified to compete against the top 10 schools in June's national quiz bowl.
The Whitworth Literacy Center, under the direction of Flint Simonsen
(Education), is currently serving 65 elementary-age students who benefit from
intensive academic tutoring that goes beyond the traditional school year. About onethird of the students are English-language learners who come from eight different
countries - some as far away as Ethiopia and China. Two-thirds of the students
are working on individualized education plans and have disabilities as diverse as
autism spectrum disorder and Down syndrome.
"Explaining the NGO Boom: The Case of HIV/AIDS NGOs in Kenya," an article
by Megan Hershey (Political Science), has been accepted by the Journal of
East Africa Studies.
Seventeen marketing majors from the Class of 2013 presented original
projects at the Northwest Intercollegiate Business Research Conference in
May. Each student undertook an extensive literature review prior to developing
and administering a survey instrument. Students then developed theoretical and
practical applications to benefit businesses and marketing. The presentations dealt
with a range of topics in social media, sports, word-of-mouth promotion, online
advertising, and loyalty programs.
THE ARTS

STUDENT LIFE
We're already preparing for the arrival of our newest students on Aug. 31.
Residence hall leaders will welcome new students at 9 a.m., and there will be a
welcome fair in the HUB from 9 a.m.-2 p.m. To mark the opening of our new university
recreation center (which includes a climbing wall as well as new courts, workout areas,
and an indoor running track), this year's Orientation Week theme is Climbers Ready?
Climb Away! Ascending the Heights of the Mind & Heart. Orientation schedules will
be sent out at the beginning of August, so be watching for more information.
Athletic training major Victoria Reardon, '14, organized a week-long coin drive to
support Special Olympics, and eight students and one faculty member volunteered
to provide first aid at the Special Olympics regional competition in Cheney in May.
Whitworth will host approximately 35 conferences and events this summer. Visitors
of all ages from all over the country are enjoying the great weather and our beautiful
campus. And our student conference assistants are ensuring that everyone feels
welcomed and at home during their time at Whitworth!
ALUMNI & PARENTS
Whitworth welcomes Dale Hammond, '98, as director of alumni & parent relations
and annual giving. Dale embodies our mission well, returning to his alma mater after
serving most recently as the director of development and communications at Hospice
of Spokane. Welcome home, Dale!
Homecoming 2013 is just around the corner (well, maybe two corners), and the
campanile's chimes are calling you to return to campus Oct. 4-6 as we celebrate
Whitworth's 124th year! The classes of 1993, 2003 and 2008 will return for their
reunions, while members of the classes of 1986-89 and all forensics graduates will
come together to celebrate, as well. We invite all Whitworthians to join in the festivities.
For a full calendar of events and to register, visit www.whitworth.edu/homecoming.
Families of current students are invited to Family Weekend (formerly Parents'
Weekend), Oct. 18-20. Family Weekend 2013 will be a great time for your family to
hang out with your Whitworth student, hear from faculty, visit a class, enjoy events
around campus, and appreciate Spokane's autumn beauty. Please register at
www.whitworth.edu/familyweekend.

Scott Miller (Music) has been elected to a second term on the National Board
of Directors of the National Association of Teachers of Singing. Scott, who
is governor of the Intermountain Region, hosted the NATS summer workshop on
campus in July.

We want to keep you updated on athletics and music events - whether they're at
Whitworth or at a location near you. Come out and support Whitworth's groups and
teams. Check the new Whitworthians for Life website at www.whitworth.edu/alumni
for details on events, games and performances in your area.

Philip Baldwin (Music) served as conductor, clinician and performer at the Hong
Kong Youth Music Camp in July. He led a student youth symphony performance
and lectured on the topic of alternative string styles, encompassing jazz, folk,
rock and hip-hop. The camp, which attracts advanced student musicians from
Hong Kong and around the world, is managed by the Leisure and Culture Service
Department of Hong Kong.

Summer Sendoffs are taking place in 21 hospitable homes across the West. At a
Whitworth SSO, incoming students and their families are greeted by generous hosts
who open their homes to provide the newest Whitworthians for Life with introductions,
info and encouragement for their first college semester. Welcome to the members of
the Class of 2017 and their parents!

The University of Northern Colorado Jazz Press will soon publish two works
for jazz ensemble by Dan Keberle (Music). His original Well Alright Then and his
arrangement of Jimmy Van Heusen's Thought About You bring Dan's total works
with the UNC Jazz Press to 20.

If you find yourself in Spokane this summer, please stop in for a visit at Hardwick
Alumni House. Grab a cup of coffee, visit with alumni staff, flip through old yearbooks,
and take a campus tour! Hardwick House is at 118 W. Hawthorne, across from
Whitworth Community Presbyterian Church.

All alums and their families are invited to Picnic with the Pirate, Sat., Sept.
7, from 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m. on the lawn of the Hardwick Alumni House. Wear
your crimson & black and join us as we relive French Dip Fridays, take photos
with the Pirate, and catch up with other Whitworthians. Then head on over to the
Pine Bowl for Whitworth's first home football home game of 2013!
ADMISSIONS
Enrollment deposits for transfer students are due Aug. 1. Interested students
can go online to www.whitworth.edu/admittedstudents and click on "Guarantee
Your Spot" to find a link to the transfer deposit submission form. We're expecting
to enroll 100-110 transfer students this fall; they are always a great addition to
the Whitworth community.
RESOURCES
The Whitworth Fund celebrates the end of another fiscal year. We received
nearly $1.3 million for Whitworth's annual budget - a huge help. But we still have
work to do in the years to come in building the ever-important alumni participation
numbers, which came in at 19 percent, just shy of our 20.7 percent goal for the
year. Whether you're an alum, parent, friend or recent graduate, we are grateful
for the support you provide Whitworth each year. Thanks for helping to make
this one of the best years in recent memory for The Whitworth Fund and for our
campus community.
Please join The Whitworth Foundation for clear answers to difficult questions
in a "back to the basics" estate-planning seminar. "Personal Planning &
End-of-Life Considerations" will take place Wednesday, Aug. 7, 6:30-9 p.m.,
in Weyerhaeuser Hall Room 111. Sessions will include Estate Planning 101,
with Jeff Smith, '88; Financial Planning through the Seasons of Life, with
Chris Brandkamp, '01, '02; Living & Moving Transitions, with Deb Fry, '05; and
Planning for Potential Long-Term Care Needs, with David Wolf, '94. Space is
limited, so please respond early. For more information and to register, please
visit www.whitworth.edu/estateplanningseminar or call 509.777.4268 by Aug. 2.
Whitworthians like the members of the Class of 2013 give us reason to believe
that we'll soon reach our alumni-giving-percentage goal. This spring, they
raised money for the Taylor Fenters Service Endowment, in tribute to a classmate
who battled cancer throughout his teen years and, sadly, passed away in 2011.
Taylor's passion for meeting the needs of others, and his personal investment in
serving those needs around the world, inspired 50 percent of the senior class to
contribute to the gift. With the help of parents and a few other donors, the fund
was endowed in time to celebrate during Commencement Weekend.
COSTA RICA
In June, nine Whitworth professors and staff traveled to the Costa Rica
Center for a workshop to prepare them for teaching at the CRC. They met
with students, faculty, host families and internship supervisors, and all enjoyed
field trips to the Tarcoles fishing village and a nearby coffee farm/processing
plant. The summer has also included 60-day Spanish classes at a variety of
levels and student internships in areas as diverse as hospitals, schools, bakeries

and Christian NG0s. Students have also enjoyed Costa Rica's natural beauty
through many field trips. In addition, the CRC has welcomed students from Hope,
Westmont, George Fox, Azusa Pacific, and Wheaton. The CRC staff hated to say
goodbye to its 2012-13 graduate assistants - Travis Walker, Hollie McCrae and
Taylor Faranda, all '12 - who did wonderful work in their many-faceted jobs (as
residential life leaders, teaching assistants, field-trip leaders, etc.). Director Lindy
Scott and rest of the gang will miss them dearly. (And in our September update
we'll tell you about the new GAs who have taken their place.)
SPORTS
Whitworth is sad to see Aaron Leetch leave his role as director of athletics to
return to Illinois State University after just two years guiding the Pirates. But we
thank Aaron for his excellent work, and we're excited for long-time department
member Melinda Larson, '92, who has distinguished herself as Whitworth's head
athletic trainer, as she takes on the role of interim A.D.
Several Whitworth teams and coaches are conducting camps over the summer.
These include team football camps, individual and team basketball camps,
individual camps for volleyball and softball, and tennis camps. All have been
well attended - no surprise when you consider the caliber of our six-consecutiveMcElroy-Lewis-Trophy-winning athletics programs here at Whitworth! Go, Bucs!
On July 1, Whitworth welcomed the official addition of the two newest fulltime members of the Pirate coaching staff. Kati Bodecker takes over as head
volleyball coach, while Morgan Cathey begins his tenure in men's soccer. Kati
and Morgan will do their best to fill the roomy shoes of Steve Rupe, '90, and
Sean Bushey, respectively, who are on to other great opportunities after long and
distinguished careers at Whitworth.
Julie hosted a tea party in June for the daughters of past Whitworth presidents.
This was an opportunity to get together in fellowship with women who have been
important to the history of the office I now hold. Present were daughters of four
Whitworth presidents (Warren, Lindaman, Robinson, and Taylor), all of whom lived
in Hawthorne House. The event reminded Julie and me that we hold a sacred
trust that was guarded previously by special families who also gave themselves to
George Whitworth's dream. It was fun for Julie to hear stories from other faithful
participants in that legacy, and to be reminded that we are in these roles for only
a moment in time. My daughters, Lauren and Chloe, also learned from some of
the daughters present (no names, but their dad's last name begins with R) how
to climb out an upstairs window to sunbathe on the roof of the house. I'm sure
Lauren and Chloe now feel like fully initiated members of the club. Have a great
remainder of your summer, and thanks for all you do for Whitworth.

